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Gary E. Blanken, Division of Health lntevview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
This report is the first of the Current
Estimates series to present data entirely from
interviews using the “person approach. ” Prior
to July 1967, data for this series of reports were
obtained from interviews using the “condition
approach.” During this period July 1967-June
1968, a split sample methodology was used, in
which one-half of the sample population was
interviewed using the “condition approach,” and
the other half using the “person approach.” For
a brief discussion of these two versions of the
questionnaire design and the rationale for changes
made in the collection procedure; see Appendix
III, Series 10, No. 52. A forthcoming Series 2
report will present estimates based on the data
coIlected during the year in which the split-
sample was used and will discuss some of the
implications of the change in data-collection
procedures.
The present report is also the first of this
series to utilize the Eighth Revision of the
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
(ICDA), in the classification of acute conditions.
A more detailed discussion of the impact of this
classification scheme on acute conditions data
will be presented in a forthcoming report on
acute conditions for the period July 1968-June
1969.
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
Acute Conditions
During the calendar year 1969, an estimated
396.5 million aqute conditions were reported
among the civilian, noninstitutiona~ population
(table 1). The corresponding incidence rate of
200.8 conditions per 100 persons is about the
same as the 204.3 conditions per 100 persons
during calendar year 1968 when 399.1 million
acute conditions were reported. The incidence
level for females remained at its 1968 level
with 208.0 conditions per 100 persons compared
with 206.3 in 1968; while the rate for males
declined from 202.1 to 193.1 in 1969. The number
of conditions per 100 persons increased sIightly
for children 6-16 years of age, but showed a
slight decrease for persons 17-44 years (table
2). For the former group, the increase was
evident in all condition groups except influenza,
which showed a decrease of 11.5 conditions per
100 persons. For persons 17-44 years of age,
the decrease was concentrated primarily in the
number of reported cases of influenza. Influenza
also showed a corresponding decrease for the
other age groups, for both sexes. The increase
in infective and parasitic diseases is due in part
to changes in the new Eighth Revision of the
ICDA.
The overall numbers of restricted-dctivity
and bed-disability days per 100 persons per
year remained at their 1968 levels, as did the
number of disability days for both sexes (tables
3-6). While several condition groups showed
slight increases in the numbers of restricted-
activity and bed-disability days per 100 persons
per year, influenza showed a very sizable de-
crease. This decrease was more pronounced
among males than among females. Between 1968
and 1969, days lost from school increased by
approximately 58 days per 100 children 6-16
years of age; this increase was somewhat more
pronounced for females than for males, and was
mostly attributable to upper respiratory condi -
tions and infective and parasitic diseases (table
7). Males in this age group had a greater number
of days lost from school due to injuries. In
general, rates of days lost from work decreased
in 1969 for both males and females (table 8).
This decrease was largely associated with in-
fluenza. Days lost from work due to injuries
showed a moderate increase.
Persons with Limitation of Activity
During 1969, some 22.8 million persons,
comprising 11.6 percent of the civilian, noninsti-
tutional population, had some degree of activity
limitation due to chronic conditions (table 9).
This estimate includes 9.1 percent who were
limited in their major activity (working, keeping
house, or going to school). The percent of persons
with activity limitation increased with advancing
age, with a slightly greater proportion of males
than females limited at each age interval. The
number of persons with limitation of activity
due to chronic conditions has increased slightly
since 1968.
rate of persons injured has shown no change
from 1968. The number of restricted-activity
days associated with injury decreased during
1969 (table 11). This decrease was more pro-
nounced among males than among females. Over-
all rates of bed-disability days associated with
injury remained at their 1968 levels, although
a decrease occurred among males (table 12).
Hospitalization
The number of discharges from short-stay
hospitals per 100 persons per year increased
during 1969 from an estimated 12.2 to 12.9
(table 13). Females were primarily responsible
for the increase in hospital utilization, with an
estimated 14.0 discharges per 100 females per
year during 1968 and 15.1 during 1969.
The average length of hospital stay remained
the same during 1969; an estimated 9.0 days for
both sexes, 10.5 days for males, and 8.1 days
for females. The average stay was longer for
older persons, particularly those aged 45 or
more years, than for younger persons.
Data on length of stay are rather unstable
and have shown considerable fluctuation over the
past several years. This is especially evident for
males aged 25-34 years where the stay increased
from 6.6 days in 1968 to 9.3 days in 1969. Vari-
ations of this kind can be partially accounted for
by sampling variability.
About 10.3 percent of the population had one
or more hospital episodes during the year (table
14). The vast majority of hospitalized persons
had only one episode. The average total number
of days in the hospital during the year for persons
with one or more episodes was 10.5 days (table
15). Females generally experienced a, shorter




An estimated 48.7 million persons were
injured during 1969, representing a rate of 24.7
persons injured per 100 persons per year (table
10). The largest proportion of these injuries
occurred in the home (19.7 million). About 3.7
million persons were injured in moving motor
vehicle accidents; of these persons, 3.3 million
were injured in traffic accidents. The number and
The number of disability days per person
resulting from acute and chronic conditions,
injuries, and impairments are reported in tables
16 and 17. Person-days of disability represent
unduplicated counts of condition-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, work loss, and school
loss.
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Between 1968 and 1969, the rate of restrict-
ed-activity days decreased from 15.3 to 14.8
days per person per year. This decrease was
more pronounced among males than females,
and occurred in all age groups for males. In
general, the average numbers of bed-disability
and work-loss days remained at their 1968 levels,
although there was a drop in rate of days lost
from work for females. Days lost from school
averaged 5.4 days per child 6-16 years of age
per year, compared with 4.9 in 1968 (table 17).
School loss was higher among females than among
males; 5.8 days and 5.0 days, respectively, as
compared with 5.2 days and 4.7 days in 1968.
Dental Visits
An estimated 293.3 million dental visits
occurred during 1969, an average of 1.S visits.
per person per year (table 18). This is a slight
increase over the 1.3 visits per person which
occurred during 1968. Females in each age group
visited the dentist more often than males. Rates
among males were constant until age 65, after
which they decreased, while rates among females
were generally higher in the 17-64 age intervals.
Approximately 32.1 percent of thk population
had visited the dentist during the 6 months prior
to interview, and 45.0 percent within the past
year (table 19). Proportionately more females
than males had recently seen a dentist. About
13.3 percent of the population had never seen a
dentist; this group included a higher proportion
of young children.
The most recent previous data to be collected
on time interval since last dental visi~ was during
JuIy 1963-June 1964 (see Series 10, No. 29). For
this period, approximately 28.7 percent of the
population had seen a dentist during the 6 months
prior to interview, and 42.0 percent within the
preceding year. Approximately 16.6 percent of
the population had never seen a dentist. Thus, it
can be seen that in 1969, in comparison with the
earlier years, a higher percentage of persons
had recently seen a dentist, while the percentage
of persons who had never seen a dentist has
decreased.
Physician Visits
During 1969 there were an estimated 839.6
million physician visits, or 4.3 physician visits
per person per year (table 20). The rate of phy-
sician visits returned to the 1967 level. For both
sexes, the average number of visits tended to
increase. with advancing age. The estimates
exclude visits as hospital inpatients, but include
telephone consultations.
Approximately 54.4 percent of the population
had seen a physician during the 6 months prior
to interview, and 69.4 percent within the year
(table 21). Except among persons under 17 years,
proportionately more females than males had
recently seen a physician.
Seasonal’ Variation
Tables 23-25 and figures 1-3 present quar-
terly estimates of acute conditions, persons
injured, and disability days.
Due to the absence of a generalized influenza
epidemic, the fourth quarter of 1969 showed a
decrease from the previous year in the rates of




The information from the Health Interview
Survey presented in this report is based on data
collected in a continuing nationwide survey con-
ducted by household interview. Each week a prob-
ability sample of households is interviewed by
trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
to obtain information about the health and other
characteristics of each member of the househoId
in the civilian, noninstitutional population of the
United States. During the 52 weeks in 1969, the
sample was composed of approximately 42,000
households containing about 134,000 persons living
at the time of the interview.
A description of the design of the survey, the
methods used in estimation, and general qualifica-
tions of the data obtained from surveys is pre-
sented in appendix I. Since the estimates shown
in this report are based on a sample of the pop-
ulation rather than on the entire population, they
are subject to sampling error. Therefore, par-
ticular attention should be paid to the section
entitled “Reliability of Estimates.” Sampling
errors for most of the estimates are of relatively
low magnitude. However, where an estimated
number or the numerator or denominator of a
rate or percentage is small, the sampling error
may be high. Charts of relative sampling errors
and instructions for their use are shown in
appendix 1.
Certain terms used in this report are de-
fined in appendix II. Some of the terms have
specialized meanings for the purpose of the
survey. For example, estimates of the incidence
of acute conditions include, with certain excep-
tions, those conditions which had started within
2 weeks and which involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. The exceptions,
which are listed in appendix II, are certain
conditions such as heart trouble and diabetes
which are always considered to be chronic,
regardless of duration or onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived
from the number of days of disability experienced
during the 2-week period prior to the week of
interview and include all such days reported,
even if the acute condition causing the disability
had its onset prior to the 2-week period. Dis-
ability days associated with acute conditions are
recorded on a condition basis. If an individual
reports more than one illness or injury on the
same day, the count of disability days will exceed
the actual number of days disabled, i.e. ~person-
days of disability.
The estimates shown in this report are based
on consolidation of quarterly data. Due to the
provisional nature of these estimates they may,
in some instances, differ slightly from revised
data released at a later date.
—000
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Table 1. Incidence of acute conditions, percent distribution, and number of acute conditions per 100 persons
per year, by sex and condition group: United States, 1969
[Datas,.basedo.householdinterviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. Tbe survey design, general qualifica~io.s, and information O. the reliability of tbe
eWimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms arc given in appendix lg
Condition group Bothsexes Male Female
Both








193.1 208.0All acute conditions------------- 396.455 183.456 213.00C 100.0 LOO.O 100.0 200.:
Infective and parasitic diseases ------- 49,31C 23,191 26,119 12.4 12.6 12.3 25.C 24.L 25.5
Common childhood diseases------------
The virus, n.o.s---------------------



























































































































Upper respiratory conditions ---------
Common cold------------------------






















































Digestive system conditions ------------
Dental conditions--------------------








Fractures and dislocations ---------
Sprains and strains----------------























































All other acute conditions -------------
Diseases of the ear------------------
Headaches ----------------------------
Genitourinary disorders --------------
Deliveries and disorders of
pregnsncy and the puerperium --------
Diseases of the skin-----------------
Diseases of the musculoskeletal
system------------------------------

































NOTES: Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activitv nor medical at-
tention.
N.o.s.-not otherwise specified; n.e.c.—not elsewhere classified.
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Table 2. Incidence of acute conditions and number of acute conditions per 100 persom per year, by age, sax, and.
condition group: United States, 1969
[Data are based cm household interviews of the CIVIII.., nm,nsttt.t!on.l populahon. The survey design, gc.cr.l Wlifl C.tiOIW, ,.d l.formation on Lhc reliability of th~
estimates nre given an appendix I. De f]nltlons of terms arc g]ven m append]x 111

































All other acute conditions------
All
Under
6 6-16 17-44 45+ages years years years years










































































































































Number of acute conditions











































































































































NOTE : Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor medical at-
tention.
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Table 3. Days of restricted activity associated with acute conditions and days of restricted activity
per 100 persons per year, by sex and condition group: United States, 1969
[Data ace based on household interviews of tbs civilian, noninstitutional population. Tbe survey design, general q“alificrations, and information on tbe




sexes Male FemaleCondition group
II I
Days of restricted activity
in thousands
Days of restricted activity
per 100 persons per year
All acute conditions----------------
Infective and parasitic diseases----------
Common childhood diseases---------------
The virus, n.o.s------------------------

























Open wounds and lacerations-------------
Contusions and superficial injuries-----
Other current injuries------------------
All other acute conditions----------------
Diseases of the ear---------------------
Headaches-------------------------------
Genitourinary disorders-----------------
Deliveries and disorders of
pregnancy and the puerperium-----------
Diseases of the skin--------------------
Diseases of the musculoskeletal
system---------------------------------;
All other acute conditions--------------I

































































































































































































NOTE: N.o.s.—not otherwise specified; n.e.c.—not elsewhere classified.
Table 4. Days of bed disability associated with acute conditions and days of bed disability per
100 persons per year, by sex and condition group: United States, 1969
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The s.rvey design, general qualifications, and information




Days of bed disability
in thousands
Days of bed disability
per 100 persons per year
381.0All acute conditions--------------- )14,069 $38,125752,194 330.6 427.8





44,336 55,377 50.5 46.7 54.1
Common childhood diseases--------------
The virus, n.o.s-----------------------






























































































Digestive system conditions-------------- 16.9,
Dental conditions----------------------
Functional and symptomatic upper
gastrointestinal disorders, n.e.c-----
















































Open wounds and lacerations------------
























































Diseases of the ear--------------------
Headaches------------------------------
Genitourinary disorders----------------
Deliveries and disorders of
pregnancy and the puerperium----------
Diseases of the skin-------------------
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system-




NOTE: N.o.s.—not otherwise specified; n.e.c.—not elsewhere classified.
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Table 5. Days of restricted activity associated with acute conditions and days of restricted activity per 100 persons
per year, by age, sax, and condition group: United States, 1969
[Datarmebased on bo..setmld inkrviews of the .ivilie.n, mninstit.tionai population. The survey do.+mgenoml qualifications, and in fa-maiicm m the reliability of the estimates
are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appmdix’1~









years yearsSex and condition group
Days of restricted activity






































All other acute conditions---











































































































































































































































































Table 6. Days of bed disability associated with acute conditions and days of bed disability per 100 per-
sons per year, by age, sex, and condition grCMJP: lJnited states, 1969
[De.t.aW. based on bo.sehold interviews of I,be civilian, noninstitutmnal population. The survey design, general qualifications, and in forrnaticm on the
reliability of the estimates are giwn in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix Ig
Sex and condition group All
Under
6 6-16 17-44 45+ages
years years years years










II I I I
Days of bed disabil:Lty























































































































































































































































































































Table i’.Days lost from school associated with acute conditions and days ”lost from school per 100
children 6-16 years of age per year, by sex and condition group: United States, lg6g
[Datam? basedOKIhouseholdkn%niewsofthecivilian,rrordnstitutkmdpopulation. The survey design, generrd qualifications, and information









Other respiratory conditions ----------
Digestive system conditions -------------
Injuries--------------------------------
All other acute conditions --------------






























Days lost from school





























Table 8. Days lost from work associated with acute conditions and days lost from work per 100
currently employed persons per year, by age, sex, and condition group: United States, 1969
I@a me bseed on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. Tbe survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of tbe estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1~
Sex and condition group
Both sexes
All acute conditions--------------















































































































































































































Table 9. Number and percent distribution of persons with limitation of activity due to chronic conditions, by degree
of limitation according to sex and age: United States, 1969
[;ata are based cmh.msehold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, gem+al q.mlificstio”s, and informationQn the reli.biiity of the estimatas


















65 years and over--

























































































































l~j or activitY refers to ability to work, keep house, or engage in ached Or preachml activities.
NCrl!E:For officia1 population estimates for more general use, see Sureau of the Census reports on the civilian pop-
ulation of the United States, in Current Population Rsports: Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Table 10. Number of persons injured and number of persona injured per 100 persons per year, by class of accident,
sex, and age: United States, 1969
[Datame based o. household interview. of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey’ design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the








65 years and over-------------------------------
Male
All ages----------------------------------

















45-64 years ------------------------------------ .
65 years and over-------------------------------
Male
All ages----------------------------------




65 years and over-------------------------------
Female
All ages ----------------------------------
Under 6 years -----------------------------------
6-16 years--------------------------------------
17-44 years -------------------------------------
45-64 years ------------------------ -------------
65 years and over-------------------------------
.,J
Class of accident
























































































































































































NOTE : Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activitY nor nedical at-
tention. The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than the total becauae the classes are
not mutually exclusive.
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Table 11. Days of restricted activity associated with ~qjury!, and days of restricted activity per 100 persons per
year, by class of accident, sex, and age: United States, 1969
[Dataw ked on baus.baldi.tarviewsofthecivilian,n.aninatitutionulpopulation.Thesurveydesign, SMIeral qu.lific.tio.s, and i.fcmatim cm the mli.hilityofthe
emtimst.snu giyeninqpendix I. Definitions of kms sre given in ~psndix II]











































65 years and over----------------------------------
Total
Home Other
Days of restricted activity in thousands



















































































Days of restricted activity per 100 persons per year








































103.6I 57.0 I 99.5















“1Includes disability days associated with current injuries and impairments due to injury.
NOTE : The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater -hdn the total because the classes are
not mutually exclusive.
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Table 12. Days of bed disability associated with injuryl and days of bed disability per 100 persons per year, by
class of accident, sex, and age: United States, 1969
[Datame based cm household mtarwews of the civilian, noninst,tutimml population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the















65 years and over ------------------------------
Female
All ages---------------------------------




65 years and over------------------------------
Both sexes
All ages ---------------------------------




65 years and over------------------------------
Male
All ages---------------------------------











65 years and over -----------------------------
II Class of accident
Total Moving motor vehicle While
at Home
Total Traffic work




































































13.5 I 13.1 12.1
1
* * . . .


























































lIncludes disability days associated with current injuries and impairments due to injury.
NOTE : The sum of data for the four classes of accidents may be greater than the total because the classes are
not mutually exclusive.
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Table 13. Number of discharges from short-stay hospitals, number of discharges per 100 persons
per year, number of hospital days, and average length of stay, by sex and age: United States,
based on data collected in health interviews in 1969
@a am based on household interviews of the civilian, ncminst,it.ut,ional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information




















65 years and over-----------
Both



















































































NOTE: These statistics are based on data collected in household health interviews. They will
differ from those reported by the NCHS’S Hospital Discharge Survey and other studies because of
differences in the population covered, the sources of data,and types of hospitals included, e.g.,
data in this report include Veterans Administration and other Federal hospitals, but exclude per-
sons who died in the hospital , and persons with stays of less than one day.
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Table 14. Population, number, and percent distribution of persons with short-stay hospital episodes during
the past year, by number of episodes
kealth interviews in 1969
according to sex and age: United States, based on data collected in


























of tbe estimates are given m appen~x’1. Definitions of tefis are given in “appendix Ifl
Number of hospital episodes
Population
None 1 2 3i-




































































































































































































NOTE : For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the
civilian population of the United States, in CurrentPopulationReport:SeriesP-20, P-25, and P-60.
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Table 15. Number of short-stayhospital days during the past year and number of days per person
with 1+ hospital episodes, by number of episodes, sex, and age: United States, based on data
collectedin health interviewsin 1969
[Dataare based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional Pep”tation. The survey design, general qualifications, end information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendixI. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1]
Number of hospital episodes
ZEdEIIE
Days per person with episodes
Sex and age
All
episodes 1 2 3-1-








































































































































































































Table 16. Days of disability and days of disability per person per year, by sax and agez
United States, 1969
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional popu[atiorr. The survey design, general cmalifications. and information









































65 years and over-----------------------------
Female
All ages--------------------------------































































Days of disability per person per year





















lwork 10SS reported for currently employed persons aged 17 y-w and over.
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Table 17. Days lost from school and days lost from school per child 6-16 years of age per year,
by SeX: United States, 1969
~.taam baaed on household interviews of the civilian, mminstit.tiondp pulation. The survey design, general qualifications, aad information
onthereliability of the estimates are given in appsndix L Definitions ofterms are given in appandix~]
Age Both sexes Male Female
Days lost from school in thousands
All ages- 6-16 years--------------------- 242,30811 114,258 1’ 128,050
Number of school-loss days per child per year
All ages- 6-16 years--------------------- I 5.4 II 5.0 I 5.8
Table 18. Number of dental visits and number of dental visits per person per year,
by age and sex: United States, 1969
[See headnote on table l?l
sex
Both sexes------------------------






All Under 17-24 25-44 45-64 65 years
ages 17 years years years years and over
Number of dental visits in thousands
Number of dental visits
1.4 I 1.4 1.4
1.6 II 1.51 1.8




per person per year
1.6 I 1.6 I 1.0
I I
1.4 1.4 1.0
1.8 I 1.71 1.1
Table 19. Number of persons and percent distribution: by time interval since last dental visit according
to sex and age: LJrmted States, 1969
[Damare bascdon household intewiews of thecivilim, noninstitutional population. Tbesurveydesign, general qualifications, andinformationon thereIiaMlity ‘
of theestimatas aregiven in appendix I. Definitions of terms aregiven inappendix I~
Time interval since last dental visit
Under 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 years









65 years and over -------------------
Male
All ages----------------------




65 years and over -------------------
Female
All ages ----------------------




65 years and over -------------------
Both sexea
All agea ----------------------




65 years and over -------------------
Numb er of persons in thousands








































































































































































































































02 years ana over -------------------
Female
All ages ----------------------


































NOTE : For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports on the
civilian uowlation of the United States. in Current Population Reports : Series P-20. P-25, and P-60.
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Table 20. Number of physician visits and number of physician visits per person per year,
by age and sex: United States, 1969
Datam. based on household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey deeign, general qualification% and infonnatmn
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix @
sex All Under 17-24 2.5-44 45-64 65-74ages 17 years
75 years
years years years years and over
I Number of physician visits in thousands
Both sexes---------------
H
839,605 237,838 98,726 197,804 190,834 71,167 43,236
Male --------------------------- 354,869 127,126 33,963 70,291 79,685 28,196 15,609
Female------------------------- 484,736 110,712 64>763 127,513 111,149 42,971 27,627
I Number of physician visits per person per year
Both sexes--------------- 4.3 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.7 6.1 6.2
Male--------------------------- 3.7 3.7 3.0 3.2 4.1 5.5 5.5
Female------------------------- 4.7 3.4 4.8 5.3 5.2 6.6 6.7
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Table 21. Number of persons and percent distribution, by time interval since last physician visit according
to sex and age: United States, 1969
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, .omnstit.tional population. ‘The survey design, general qualifioatjons, and information on the reliability
of tbe estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1~
Time interval since last physician visit
Total
population Under 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 years




Number of persons in thousands













































































































































Percent distribut ionBoth sexes
All ages ---------------------- 54.4 15.0 12.2 11.4
















































































































































NOTE: For official population estimates for more general use , see Burea~ of the Census reports on the
civil ian population of the United States, in Current Population Reports: Ser-ies P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Table 22. Population used in computing annual rates shown in this publication, by sex and age:
United States, 1969
&latame based on househoId interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional pop.kticm. Tbe survey design, general qualifications,andi.fonnathn











45 years and over-------------------------------
45-64 years-----------------------------------
65 years and over -------- ---------------- -----




45 years and over-------------------------------
45-64 years-----------------------------------
65 years and over-----------------------------




























































NOTE: For official population estimates for more general use
on the civilian population of the United States,
, see Bureau of the Census reports
in Current Population Rep-: Series P-20, P-25
and P-60; and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly report, Employment and Earnings.
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Table 23. Incidence of all acute conditions and acute respiratory conditions per 100 persons per quarter, by sex and age:
United States, 1969
[Dam am h.+ed ,. household In@r,mw> of ,h. .,v,lmn, n.n,nwwdo..l population. The survey des~gn, general qu.lIhoaLKxIs, and in formatmn on the mlirdili,yoftheestimates are gwn
in .ppendix I. De fm,ticms of tirms are ~iven in appendix 11]
All acute conditions Acute respiratory conditions
an.-Mar. Apr .-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dee. Jan.-Mar. Apr.-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dee.
Sex and age
Number of conditions per 100 persons per quarterBoth sexes
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JAN APR JUL OCT JAN Al?? JUL OCT JAN AFTI JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT
1964
CC~ MN AFR JUL JAN APR JUL OCT
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
Figure 1. Incidence of al 1 acute cond ! t ions and acute respiratory cond it iOnS per I W persons per quarter.
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Table 24. Number of persons injured per 100 persons per quarter, by sex, age, and class of accident: United States, 1969
[Du.sambascdcmh.woholdmtcrviews ofth. civdinn, .onnnst,t.tional m..hion. Tho survey dwi~n.~mw.l cwl,tic.tio.s,xnd inl~m.ticm on lb. reliability of the estim.tas .r. given












@“appendix 1. Dafmiti;& of te~s are given in appendix II]
~
Number of persons injured per 100 persons per quarter









































































NOTES : Excluded from these statistics are all conditions involving neither restricted activity nor medical attention.
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Figure 2. Persons injured per 102 pans w quarter, by class of atcideat. 27
Table 25. Days of disability per permn per quarter, by sex, type of disability, and age: United States, 1969
[Data srobamd cm household inlmview ofth. civilian, nonins,itutimal ppuhion. The survey design, gmemd qu.lifi.atioya,md in f.amation m the reliability oftb. estimates am given
in appendix I. Definitions of tams are ~iven in sppmdix U]
Both sexes Male I
Female
Jan.- Apr.- July- oct.- Jan.- Apr.- July- oct.- Jan.- Apr.- July- Ott.-
km. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec. Mar. June Sept. Dec.
Type of disability and age






65 years and aver-----------------------






65 years and Over -----------------------
Daya of work loss, 17 years and over
All ages, 17 years and over-------
17-44 years-----------------------------
45-64 years-----------------------------
65 years and over-----------------------
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Figure 3. Disabi 1Ity days- pr””permn per quwter, by type of dimbil ity and sex.
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APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical reports
prepared by the National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS). It is based on information collected in a
continuing nationwide sample of households in the
Health Interview Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a question-
naire which, in addition to personal and demographic
characteristics, obtains information on illnesses, in-
juries, impairments, chronic conditions, and other
health topics. As data relating to each of these various
broad topics are tabulated and analyzed, separate
reports are issued which cover one or more of the
specific topics. The present report is based on data
collected in household interviews during 1969.
‘The population covered by the sample for the
Health Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitutional
population of the United States living at the time of the
interview. The sample does not include members of the
Armed Forces or U.S. nationals living in foreign
countries. It should also be noted that the estimates
shown do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period, since
data are not collected in the interview for persons who
died during the reference period. For many types of
statistics collected in the survey, the reference period
covers the 2 weeks prior to the interview week. For
such a short period, the contribution by decedents to a
total inventory of conditions or services should be
very small. However, the contribution by decedents
during a long reference period (e.g., 1 year) might be
sizable, especially for older persons.
Statistical Design of the Health Interview Survey
General @an.—The sampling plan of the survey
follows a multistage probability design which permits
a continuous sampling of the civilian, noninstitutional
population of the United States. The sample is designed
in such a way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target population
and that weekly samples are additive over time, This
feature of the design permits both continuous measure-
ment of characteristics of samples, more detailed
analysis of less common characteristics, and smaller
categories of health-related items. The continuous
collection has administrative and operational advan-
tages as well as technical assets since it permits
field work to be handled with an experienced, stable
staff.
The overall sample was designed in such a fashion
that tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists of
drawing a sample of 357 primary sampling units
(PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geographically de-
fined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a county, a small group
of contiguous counties, or a standard metropolitan
statistical area collectively covering the 50 States and
the District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the re-
maining stages can be combined and treated in this
discussion as an ultimate stage. Within PSU’5, then,
ultimate stage units called segments are defined in
such a manner that each segment contains an expected
6 households. Three general ~pes of segments are
used
1. area segments which aredefixxxl geographically
2. list segments, using 1960 census registers as
the frame, and
3. permit segments, using up-dated lists of build-
ing permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of the
country where addresses were well defined and could
be used to locate housing units. In general the list
frame included the larger urban areas of the United
States from which about two-thirds of the HIS sample
was selected.
The total HIS sample of approximately 8,000
segments yields a probability sample of alxxrt 134,000
persons in 42,000 interviewed households in a year.
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Descriptive material on data collection, field
procedures, and questionnaire development in the
HIS1 has been published as well as a detailed descrip-
tion of the sample design,2 and estimation procedure
and the method used to calculate sampling errors of
estimates derived from the survey.3
Collection of data .—Field operations forthesur-
vey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census
under specifications established by the National Center
for Health Statistics. In accordance with these speci-
fications the Bureau of the Census participates in
survey planning, selects the sample, and conducts the
field interviewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating pvocedwes. —Since the design of the
HIS is a complex multistage probability sample, it is
necessary to use complex procedures in the derivation





In.tion by the reciprocal of the probability of
selection.—l%e probability of selection is the
product of the probabilities of selection from
each step of selection in the design: PSU,
segment, and household.
Nowesponse adjustment.-The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denominator
the number of households interviewed in that
segment.
First-stage ratio adjustment. -Sampling theory
indicates that the use of auxiliary information
which is highly correlated with the variables
being estimated improves the reliability of the
estimates. To reduce the variability between
PSU’S within a region, the estimates are ratio
adjusted to 1960 population within six color-
residence classes.
Poststratij?cation by age-sex- colov.—The es-
timates ‘are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex -color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These” independent estimates are pre-
1
National Center for Health Statistics: Health survey proce-
dure; concepts, quest] onnairo development, and defini tions in the
Health Interview Survey. }’ztal and Heaft/, S/ afisfics. PHS Pqb.
No. 1000 -Secies 1-No. Z Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Of fi ce, May 1964.
~
U.S. National Health Survey: The Statistical design of lke
iIcalth Household Interview Survey. /fe. /f/J Statlstlcs. Pus rut].
No. .584- .42. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, July 1958.
3
National Center For Health Statistics: Estimation and sam-
pling variance in the Health Interwew Survey. V: tai and H~uJtL
St afisttcs. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2- No. 38. Public Health
Service. Rockville, hid. U.S. Government Printing Office, June
1970.
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementa~y unit
(person, household, condition, and hospitaliza-
tion).
The effect of the ratio-estimating “process is to
make the sample more closely representative of the
civilian, noninstitutional population by age, sex, color,
and residence, thus reducing sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents the
population living during that week and characteristics
of this population. Consolidation of samples over a
time period, e.g., a calendar quarter, produces es-
timates of average characteristics of the U.S. pop-
ulation for this calendar quarter. Similarly, population
data for a year are averages of the four quarterly
figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of persons
classified by time interval since last physician visit,
figures are first calculated for each calendar quarter
by averaging estimates for all weeks of interviewing
in that quarter. Prevalence data for a year are then
obtained by averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics-namely those meas-
uring the number of occurrences during a specified
time period—such as incidence of acute conditions,
number of disability days, or number of visits to a
doctor or dentist, a similar computational procedure
is used, but the statistics are interpreted differently.
For these items, the questionnaire asks for the re-
spondents experience over the 2 calendar weeks prior
to the week, of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5 times the
average 2-week estimate produced by the 13 successive
samples taken during the period. The annual ‘total is
the sum of the four quarters. Thus, the experience of
persons interviewed during a year—experience which
actually occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience du?+ng
the yeay. Such interpretation leads to no significant
bias.
Explanation of hospital recall.— The survey qu~s -
tionnaire uses a 12-month recall period for hospi-
talizations. That is, the respondent is asked to report
hospitalizations which occurred during the 12 months
prior to the week of interview. Information is also
obtained as to, the date of entry into the hospital and
duration of. stay. Analysis of this information, and
also the results of special studies, has shown that
there is an increase in underreporting of hospital-
izations with increase in time interval between the
discharge and the interview. Exclusive of the hospital
experience of decedents, the net underreporting with
a 12 months’ recall is in the neighborhood of 10
percent, but underreporting of discharges ‘within 6
30
months of the week of interview is estimated to be
less than 5 percent. For this reason hospital discharge
data in this report are based upon hospital discharges
reported to have occurred within 6 months of the week
of interview. Since the interviews were evenly dis-
tributed according to weekly probability samples
throughout any 1 interviewing year, no seasonal bias
was introduced by doubling the 6-month-recall data
to produce an annual estimate for that year of inter-
viewing. Doubling the 6 months’ data in effect imputes
to the entire year preceding the interview the rate of
hospital discharges actually observed during the 6
months prior to interview. However, estimates of the
number of persons with hospital episodes (as opposed
to estimates of the number of hospital discharges)
are based on 12-month recall data, since a person’s
12-month experiences cannot be obtained by doubling
his most recent 6-month experience.
General Qualifications
Nonvesponse.-Data were adjusted for nonresponse
by a procedure which imputes to persons in a house-
hold which was not interviewed the characteristics of
persons in households in the same segment which were
interviewed. The total noninterview rate was about 5
percent— 1 percent was refusal, and the remainder
was primarily due to the failure to find an eligible
respondent at home after repeated calls.
The interview process.-The statistics presented
in this report are based on replies obtained in inter-
views of persons in the sampled households. Each
person 19 years of age and over present at the time
of interview was interviewed individually. For children
and for adults not present in the home at the time of
the interview, the information was obtained from a
related household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic
and other information collected in household interviews.
For diagnostic information, the household respondent
can usually pass on to the interviewer only the infor-
mation the physician has given to the family. For
conditions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of symp-
toms. However, other facts, such as the number of
disability days caused by the condition, can be obtained
more accurately from household members than from
any other source since only the persons concerned are
in a position to report this information.
Rounding of numbers.-The original tabulations on
which the data in this report are based show all es-
timates to the nearest whole unit. All consolidations
were made from the original tabulations using the
estimates to the nearest unit. In the final published
tables, the figures are rounded to the nearest thousand,
although these are not necessarily accurate to that
detail. Devised statistics, such as rates and percent
clis~ibutions, are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Populatwn figz&es.-Some of the published tables
include population figures for specified categories.
Except for certain overall totals by age, sex, and
color, which are adjusted to independent estimates,
these figures are based on the sample of households in
the HIS. These are given primarily to provide denom-
inators for rate computation, and for this purpose
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying
measures of health characteristics than other Pop-
ulation data that may be available. With the exception
of the overall totals by age, sex, and color mentioned
above, the population figures differ from corresponding
figures (which are derived from different sources)
published in reports of the Bureau of the Census. For
population data for general use, see the official es-
timates presented in Bureau of the Census reports
in the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report are
based on a sample, they will differ somewhat from
the figures that would have been obtained if a complete
census had been taken using the same schedules,
instructions, and interviewing personnel and pro-
cedures.
As ,in any survey, the results are also subject
to reporting and processing errors and errors due to
nonresponse. To the extent possible, these types of
errors were kept to a minimum by methods built
into survey procedures. Although it is very difficult
to measure the extent of bias in the Health Interview
Survey, a number of studies have been conducted to
study this problem and the results have been pub-
lished.4-8
ization in the Health Interview Survey. Vi fal anll Healfb S/a-
I isjics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Senes % No. 6. Public Health Serv-
ice. Washingmn. U.S. Govemm*’nt Printing office, July 1965,
4.
National Center for Health Statistic Repxting of hOspi~l-
5
National Center for Health Statistics: Henlth interview re-
spmrses compared with medical records. Vital and Hca//b St alzs-
t its. PHS Pub. No. 1000- Series 2- No. 7. Public Health %rv-
ice. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Off ice, July 1965.
6
Nutiorml Center for Hcrdth Statistics: Comparison of hospi-
talization reporting in three survey procedures. 1“1/al unJ Hca2tb
S/ a~istics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2- No.. 8. Public HeaItb
Semite. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, July
1965.
7NntionaI Center for XXealtb Statistics Interview data on
chronic conditions compared wi th information derived from med-
ical rccorrk. l’i krl and Hea2fh St afisflcs. PHS Pub. No. 1000.
Series 2-No. !23. Public Health Service. Washington. U. S. Gov-
ernment Pr intirrg Office, May 1967.
8
Sationrd Center for Health Statis!.its: The influence of in-
hxview er and respondent psychological and behavioral variables
on the reporting in household interviewed. Vi fal and Healfh St a-
tK+tKS. PHS Pub. No. IfJOO-Series 2-No. 913. public Health *rv-
ice. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, \far. 1968.
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The standard error is primarily a measure of
sampling variability, that is, the variations that might
occur by chance because only a sample of the population
is surveyed. As calculated for this report, the standard
error also reflects part of the variation which arises
in the measurement process. It does not include
estimates of any biases which might lie in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate
from the sample would differ from a complete census
by less than the standard error. The chances are
about 95 out of 100 that the difference would be less
than twice the standard error and about 99 out of 100
that it would be less than 2% times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the estimate
by the estimate itself and is expressed as a percentage
of the estimate. For this report, asterisks are shhvn
for any cell with more than a 30 percent relative
standard error. Included in this appendix are charts
from which the relative standard errors can be de-
termined for estimates shown in the report. In order
to derive relative errors which would be applicable
to a wide variety of health statistics and which could
be prepared at a moderate cost, a number of approx-
imations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an estimate of the approximate relative stand-
ard error rather than the precise error for any
specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health survey
are identified for purposes of estimating variances.
Narrow range. —This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which estimate a population attribute, e.g.,
the number of persons in a particular income group,
and (2) statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used in data
collection is usually either O or 1, on occasion may
take on the value 2, and very rarely 3.
Medium Ya%?e.—This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data collection
will rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide vange.— This class consists of statistics
for which the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g., the
number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables according to
whether they are narrow-, medium -, or wide-range,
statistics in the survey are further defined as:
Type A. Statistics on prevalence and incidence
data for which the period of reference
in the questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C. Statistics for which the reference period
is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to
data contained in this report are presented.
General rules fov determining relative samplhzg
eYYors .—The “guide” on /page 34, together with the
following rules, will enable the reader to determine
approximate relative standard errors from the charts
for estimates presented in this report.
Rule 1. Estimates of a.g~egates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates
of aggregates such as the number of
persons with a given characteristic are
obtained from appropriate curves on pages
35-38. The number of persons in the
total U.S. population or in an age-sex-
color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Census
figures and is not subject to sampling
error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
Rule 3.
distm-bution: Relative s~andard errors for
percentages in a percent distribution of
a total are obtained from appropriate
curves on pages 39 and 40. For values
which do not fall on one of the curves
presented in the chart, visual interpolation
will provide a satisfactory approximation.
Estimates of Yates wheve the numeva tor
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or where
a unit of the numerator occurs, with few
exceptions, only once in the year for
any one unit in the denominator, For
example, in computing the rate of visual
impairments per 1,000 population, the
numerator consisting of persons with the
impairment is a subclass of the denom-
inator which includes all persons in the
population. Such rates if converted to
rates per 100 may be treated as though
they were percentages and the relative
standard errors obtained from the chart,
P4AN-M. Rates per 1,000, or on any
other base, must first be converted to
rates per 100; then the percentage chart
will provide the relative standard error
per 100.
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Rule 4. Estimates of Yates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the nu-
merator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator. For
example, in the computation of the number
of persons injured per 100 currently
employed persons per year, it is possible
that a person in the denominator could
have sustained more than one of the
injuries included in the numerator. Ap-
proximate relative standard errors for
rates of this kind may be computed as
follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all persons
in one or more of the age-sex-color
groups of the total population, the
relative error of the rate is equivalent
to the relative error of the numerator
which can be obtained directly from
the appropriate chart.
(b) In other cases, obtain the relative
standard error of the numerator and
of the denominator from the appro-
priate curve. Square each of these
relative errors, add the resulting
values, and extract the square root
of the sum. This procedure will re-
sult in an upper bound on the standard
error and often will overstate the
error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two sta-
tistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The stand-
ard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference d=Xl - X2,
is
“d= (Xlvxl)z+ ( X2 VX2;
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX1and
vX2 are the relative errors of Xl and X2
respectively. This formula will represent
the actual standard error quite accurately
for the difference between separate and un-
correlated characteristics, although it is
only a rough approximation in most other
cases. The relative standard error of each
estimate involved in such a difference can
be determined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifiesthe appropriate A=aggregate,P=percentage;(2) the number of cal-
curve to be used in estimating the relative standard endar quarters of data collection; (3) the type of the sta-
error of the statistic described. The four components tistic as described on page 32; and (4) the range of the
of each code describe the statistic as follows: (1) statistic as described on page ,32.
Statistic
tWnber of
Persons in tbe U.S. population, or total
number in any age-sex category--------------------




Persons with limitation of activity----------------
Persons injured------------------------------------
Hospital discharges--------------------------------
Days for hospital discharges-----------------------
Persons with hospital episodes---------------------






Rates per 100 persons:
Acute conditions and persons injured:
Per quarter---------------------------------------
Per year------------------------------------------









Hospital days per person with episodes-------------
Average length of stay-------------------------------
Percent distribution of:
Acute conditions-----------------------------------
Persons with limitation of activity----------------
Persons with hospital episodes---------------------
Persons by interval since last physician visit-----
Persons by interval since last dental visit--------
Use:
Rule I Code on page


















































Relative standard errorq for aggre@ies based on four quarbers of data collection
for d8ta of all.types allarang!?s
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate-of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
. Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of
2,000,000). For a Wide range Type B statistic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 percent of 6,000,000).
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.
Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data for type B data,
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Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 6,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type B statistic has a relative standard error of 19.3 Percent, read from
scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 1,158,000 (19.3 percent of 6,000,000).
Relative standard errors for aggregatesbased on four quarters Of data collection for







Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart:An aggregate of 1,000,000(on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range type C statistic(code:A4CN) has a relativestandarderror of 7.1 percent,
read from scale at left side of chart, or a
1,000,000).
standard error of 71,000 (7.1percent of
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data collection for Itype
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Size of estimate (in thousands)
1 ,Oocl ,005
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 20,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
wide range type B statistic has a relative standard error of 16.0 percent, read from Scale
at left side of chart, or a standard e+ror of 3,200,000 ( 16.,0percent of 20,000,000).
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Relative standard errors for percmtages based on four warbers of data mlhction
fortype Bdata, Narrow and M@nnn range
(Ease of percentage shown on curves in millions)
1
Estimated percentage
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on
an estimate c)f10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 17.0 percent (read from scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is
eaual to 20 vercent X 17.0 vercent or 3.& Percentage Points..–– .—.. . -.
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ReL9tive StanaaM errors for percentages based on four quarters of data caUectbn
for type A data, Narrow and Medium range
(Bsseof percentage shown on curves h mKUiona )
100
Estimatedpercentage
Example of we of chart: An estimateof 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart)based au
an estimateof 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 3.2 percent (readf%om the
scale at the left side of the chart),the point at which the curve for a ‘baseof 10,003,000
intersectsthe verticalline for 20 percent. The ~tandarderror in percentagepoints is




DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS
to Conditions
Co?zdition.-A morbidity condition, or simply a con-
dition, is any entry on the questionnaire which describes
a departure from a state of physical or mental well-
being. It results from a positive response to one of a
series of “medical-disability impact” or “illness-
recall” questions. In the coding and tabulating process
conditions are selected or classified according to a
number of different criteria, such as whether they were
medically attended; whether they resulted in disability;
whether they were acute or chronic; or according to the
type of disease, injury, impairment, or symptom re-
ported. For the purposes of each published report or
set of tables, only those conditions recorded on the
questionnaire which satisfy certain stated criteria
are included,
Acute conditions are classified by type according
to the International Classification of Diseases, Adapted,
Eighth Revision, with certain modifications adopted to
make the code more suitable for a household-interview-
type survey.
Acute condition. — An acute condition is defined as
a condition which has lasted less than 3 months and
which has involved either medical attention or re-
stricted activity. Because of the procedures used to es-
timate incidence, the acute conditions included in this
report are the conditions which had their onset during
the 2 weeks prior to the interview week and which in-
volved either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, it excludes cer-
tain conditions which are always classified as chronic
(listed below ) even though the onset occurred within
3 months prior to week of interview.




Repeated attacks of sinus
trouble
Rheumatic fever




Trouble with varicose veins














Serious trouble with see-




Missing fingers, hand, or









deformity of the foot,




Condition gYOups.—Conditions are classified ac-
cording to the International Classification of Diseases,
Adapted, Eighth Revision, with certain modifimtions
adopted to make the code more suitable for a household-
interview survey. In this report, all tables which have
data classified by type of condition employ a 5-category
regrouping plus several selected subgroups. The Inter-
national Classification code numbers included in each
category are shown below.
Condition Group
1. fecci”e,.d P.r.sitic disc#,@, ------------
C-n childhood di,.a,e, -----. --—------
T3m VIII% “... ,--------------------------
Other infective .nd P.r.sl.lc all,,. m,----
Rcsniretmy conditions ----------------------
UPW mpir~my conditim --------------
- cold -----------------------------
Other .mtn WM. respfr.tory
mndltf m,-----------------------------
lnfl”ama---------------------------------





Other ,c”te re,pir,tory cmdftiou ------
D[3,e,t{ve syctem emdft {m’-----------------
Dem,d cmditlom,-------------------------
RJncclmul *mi SJmpmucic“pp..
8.*C?.fnCe.Ciml dh.rd.rs, n... c--------
Ocher dige,tive swtem condft ions ---------
F,utures, dlsl.m.cions, ,Pxa Sns,
and ,tralns -------------- ------------------
Fracture. and dkkv.tia ”,---------------
Swf.n =.d s. M31w-----------------------
me. ~..d. ..d l=.e..t I..s -----------------
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536, 784.0, 784.1, 784.3, 734.7, 785
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N270, N872-u334, N390-W94, W30-13907
mlo.wm
N%50-W69. W30-IU94, W96-W99
All ocher acute cmdic ion, ------------------
Di, e.se, of the ,., -----------------------
He.d,ches ---------------------------------
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Deliverie’ md disorders of F.SIUIWY and
the PUUF+rbn--------------------------- 630-478
Disuse of the sklri ----------------------- 680-703
Disease, of the mu,culosk.lctal SW------ 717-733, 787






Terms Relating to Chronic Conditions
Condition. —A morbidity condition, or simply a
condition, is any entry on the questionnaire which de-
scribes a departure from a state of physical or mental
well-being. It results from a positive response to one
of a series of “medical-disability impact” or “illness-
recall” questions. In the coding and tabulating process
conditions are selected or classified according to a
number of different criteria, such as whether they were
medically attended; whether they resulted in disability;
whether they were acute or chronic; or according to
the type of disease, injury, impairment, or symptom
reported. For the purposes of each published report or
set of tables, only those conditions recorded on the
questionnaire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions, except impairments, are coded by type
according to the International Clas sification of Diseases
with certain modifications adopted to make the code
more suitable for a household-interview-type survey.
Chvonic condition. —A condition is considered to be
chronic if (1) the conditicp is described by the respond-
ent as having been first noticed more than 3 months
before the week of the interview, or (2) it is one of the
conditions always classified as chronic regardless of
the onset (see list under the definition of an acute
condition).
Impairments. —Impairments are chronic or per-
manent defects, usually static in nature, resulting from
disease, injury, or congenital malformation. They rep-
resent decrease or loss of ability to perform various
functions, particularly those of the musculoskeletal
system and the sense organs. All impairments are clas-
sified by means of a special supplementary code for
impairments. Hence, code numbers for impairments in
the International Classification of Diseases are not used.
In the Supplementary Code, impairments are grouped
according to type of functional impairment and etiology.
Onset of condition. — A condition is considered to
have had its onset when it was first noticed. This could
be the time the person first felt sick or became in-
jured, or it could be the time when the person or his
family was first told by a physician that he had a con-
dition of which he was previously unaware.
Incidence of conditions. —The incidence of con-
ditions is the estimated number of conditions having
their onset in a specified time period. As previously
mentioned, minor acute conditions involving neither
restricted activity nor medical attention are excluded
from the statistics. The incidence data shown in some
reports are further limited to various subclasses
of conditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability. ”
Activity-restricting condition. —An activity-re-
stricting condition is one which had its onset in the
past 2 weeks and which has caused at least 1 day of
restricted activity during the 2 calendar weeks before
the interview week. (See definition of “Restricted-
activity day.”)
Bed-disabling cotiitio% —A condition with onset
in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day of bed dis-
ability is called a bed-disabling condition. (See defi-
nition of “Bed-disability day.”)
Medically attended condition. —A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks is considered medically
attended if a physician has been consulted about it
either at its onset or at any time thereafter. Medical
attention includes consultation either in person or by
telephone for treatment or advice. Advice from the
physician transmitted to the patient through the nurse
is counted as well as visits to physicians in clinics or
hospitals. If during the course of a single visit the
physician is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of each
patient is counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the physician
and a responsible member of the household are con-
sidered as medical attention even if the child was not
seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition, the term “phy-
sician” includes doctors of medicine and osteopathic
physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability. —Disability is the general term used to
describe any temporary or long-term reduction of a
person’s activity as a result of an acute or chronic
condition.
Chronic activity limitation. —Persons with chronic
conditions are classified into four categories according
to the extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of these conditions. Since the usual
activities of preschool children, school-age children,
housewives, and workers and other persons differ, a
different set of criteria is used for each group. There
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is a general similarity between them, however, M will
be seen in the descriptions of the four categories below:
1. PeYsons unable to cawy on majoy activity fov
theiv grozLp (major activity refers to ability to






inability to take part in
ordinary play with other
children.
inability to go to school.
inability to do any house-
work.
inability to work at a job
or business.
2, Persons limited in tlzeamounto~kindof majo~
activity pevformed (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or go to school)
Preschool children: limited in the amountor
kind of play with other
children, e.g., need spe-
cial rest periods, cannot
play strenuous games,
cannot play for long
periods at a time.
School-age children: limited to certain types
of schools or in school at-
tendance, e.g., need spe-
cial schools or special
teaching, cannot go to
school full time or for
long periods at a time.
limited in amount or kind
of housework, i.e., cannot
lift children, wash or
iron, or do housework for
long periods at a time.
Workers and all
other persons: limited in amount or kind
of work, e.g., need spe-
cial working aids or spe-
cial rest periods at work,
cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time,
cannot do strenuous work.
Housewives:
3. PeYsons not limited in major activity but otker-
wise limited (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or go to school)
Preschool children: not classified in this cate-
gory.
School-age children: not limited in going to
SC11OOIbut limited in par-
ticipation in athletics or
other extracurricular ac-
tivities.
Housewives: not limited in housework
but limited in other ac-




other persons: not limited in regular
work activities but lim-
ited in other activities,
such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects,
sports, or games.
4. Persons not limited in activities
Includes persons with chronic conditions whose
activities are not limited in any of the ways de-
scribed above.
Disability dzys. —Short-term disability days are
classified according to whether they are days of re-
stricted activity, bed-days, or work-loss days. All days
of bed disability are, by definition, days of restricted
activity. The converse form of this statement is, of
course, not true. Days lost from work are also days of
restricted activity for the working population. Hence,
restricted activity is the most inclusive term used in
describing disability days.
Condition-days of restricted activity, bed disabil-
ity, etc. —Condition-days of restricted activity, bed
disability, and so forth are days of the various forms
of disability associated with any one condition. Since
any particular day of disability may be associated with
more than one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number of person-days.
Restricted-ac:iuit3 day.—A day of restricted ac-
tivity is one on which a person substantially reduces
the amount of activity normal for that day because of a
specific illness or injury. The type of reduction varies
with the age and occupation of the individual as well as
with the day of the week or season of the year. Re-
stricted activity covers the range from substantial
reduction to complete inactivity for the entire day.
Bed-disability day. —A day of bed disability is one
on which a person stays in bed for all or most of the
day because of a specific illness or injury. Ml or most
of the day is defined as more than half of the daylight
hours. AH hospital days for inpatients are considered
to be days of bed disability even if the patient was not
actually in bed at the hospital.
WoPk-loss day.— A.day lost from work is a day on
which a person did not work at his job or business for
at least one half of his normal work day because of a
specific illness or injury. The number of days lost from
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work is determined only for persons 17 years of age or
over who reported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either worked at
or had a job or business. (See “Currently employed
persons.”)
Pwson-days of vesfricted activity, bed disability,
etc. —Person-days of restricted activity, bed disability,
and so forth are days of the various forms of disability
experienced by any one person. The sum of days for all
persons in a group represents an unduplicated count of
all days of disability for the group.
Terms Relating to Persons Iniured
Injwy condition. —An injury condition, or simply an
injury, is a condition of the type that is classified ac-
cording to the nature of injury code numbers (N800-
N999) in the International Classification of Diseases. In
addition to fractures, lacerations, contusions, burns,
and so forth, which are commonly thought of as injuries,
this group of codes includes: effects of exposure, such
as sunburn; adverse reactions to immunization and other
medical procedures; and poisonings. Unless otherwise
specified, the term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one injury in
a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and laceration of
the scalp, the number of injury conditions may exceed
the number of persons injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include only
those injuries which involved at least 1 full day of re-
stricted activity or medical attendance,
Person injuved.—Aperson injured is one who has
sustained one or more injuries in an accident or in some
type of nonaccidental violence. (See definition of “Injury
condition” above.) Each time a person is involved in an
accident or in nonaccidental violence causing injury that
results in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or.
medical attention, he is included in the statistics as a
separate “person injured”; hence, one person may be
included more than once.
The number of persons injured is not equivalent to
the number of “accidents” for several reasons: (1) the
term “accident” as commonly used may not involve in-
jury at all; (2) more than one injured person may be in-
volved in a single accident so that the number of acci-
dents resulting in injury would be less than the number
of persons injured in accidents; and (3) the term “ac-
cident” ordinarily implies an accidental origin, whereas
“persons injured” as used in the National Health Survey
includes persons whose injury resulted from certain
nonaccidental violence.
The number of persons injured in a specified time
interval is always equal to or less than the incidence of
injury conditions, since on~ person may incur m?re than
one injury in a single accident.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident
Class of accident. —Injuries, injured persons, and
resulting days of disability may be grouped according
to class of accident. This is a broad classification of
the types of event which resulted in persons being in-
jured. Most of these events are accidents in the usual
sense of the word, but some are other kinds of mishap,
such as overexposure to the sun or adverse reactions to
medical procedures, and others are nonaccidental vio-
lence, such as attempted suicide. The classes of acci-
dents are: (1) moving motor-vehicle accidents, (2) acci-
dents occurring while at work, (3) home accidents, and
(4) other accidents. These categories are not mutually
exclusive. For example, a person may be injured in a
moving motor-vehicle accident which occurred while
the person was at home or at work. The accident class
“motor vehicle” includes “home-motor vehicle” and
“while at work-motor vehicle.” Similarly, the classes
while at work and home include duplicated counts, e.g.,
motor vehicle-while at work is included under “while
at work. ”
Moto%vehicle accident.—The class of accident is
“motor vehicle” if a motor vehicle was involved in any
way. Thus, it is not restricted to moving motor vehicles
or to persons riding in motor vehicles. A motor vehicle
is any mechanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any person
or property may be transported or drawn upon a land
highway. Any object, such as a trailer, coaster, sled,
or wagon, being towed by a motor vehicle is considered
a part of the motor vehicle. Devices used solely for
moving persons or materials within the confines of a
building and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Movi?w T?zoto?’vehicle. —The accident is classified
as “moving motor vehicle” if at least one of the motor
vehicles involved in the accident was moving at the
time of the accident. This category is subdivided into
“traffic” and ‘‘nontraffic. ”
Movin,g motor-vehicle tiaffic accident. —T’he accj-
dent is classified as “traffic” if it occurred on a public
highway. It is considered to have occurred on the high-
way if it occurred wholly on the highway, if it originated
on the highway, if it terminated on the highway, or if it
involved a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary lines of
every way or place of which any part is open to the use
of the public for the purposes of vehicular traffic as a
matter of riglit or custom.
Movin,q motov- vehicle nontiaflc accident. -’l%e
accident is classified as “nontraff ic” if it occurred en-
tirely in any place other than a public highway.
Nonmovi?u? motov vehicle. —’The accident is classi-
fied as “nonmoving motor vehicle” if the motor vehicle
was not moving at the time of the accident.
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,Accident while at wovk. —The class of accident is
“while at work” if the injured person was 17 years of
age or over and was at work at a job or a business at
the time the accident happened.
Home accident. —The class of accident is “home”
if the injury occurred either inside the house or outside
the house. “Outside the house” refers to the yard,
buildings, and sidewalks on the property. “Home” in.
eludes not only the person’s own home but also any
other home in which he might have been when he was
injured.
Oth.er.-The class of accident is “other” if the
occurrence of injury cannot be classified in one or more
of the first three class-of-accident categories (i.e.,
moving motor vehicle, while at work, or home). This
category therefore includes persons injured .in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a pub-
lic sidewalk), and also nonaccidental injuries such as
homicidal and suicidal attempts. The survey does not
cover the military population, but current disability of
various types resulting from prior injury occurring
while the person was in the Armed Forces is covered
and is included in this class. The class also includes
mishaps for which the class of accident could not be
ascertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital dischan?e.-A hospital
completion of any continuous period
discharge is the
of stay of one or
more nights in a hospital as an inpatient, except the
period of stay of a well, newborn infant.A hospital
discharge is recorded whenever a present member of
the household is reported to have been discharged from
a hospital in the 12-month period prior to the inter-
view week. (Estimates were based on discharges which
occurred during the 6-month period prior to the inter-
view.)
Hospital episode.—A hospital episode is any con-
tinuous period of stay of one or more nights in a hospital
as an inpatient, except the period of stay of a well,
newborn infant. A hospital episode is recorded for a
family member whenever any part of his hospital stay
is included in the 12-month period prior to the inter-
view week.
Hospital . —For this survey a hospital is defined as
any institution meeting one of the following criteria:
(1) named in the listing of hospitals in the current Guide
Issue of Hospitals, the Journal of the American Hospital
Association; (2) named in the listing of hospitals in the
Directories of the American Osteopathic Hospital As-
sociation; or (3) named in the annual inventory of hospi-
tals and related facilities submitted by the States to the
Division of Hospital and Medical Facilities of the U.S.
Public Health Service in conjunction with the Hill-
Burton program.
Hospital ownership. —Hospital ownership is a clas-
sification of hospitals according to the type of organi-
zation that controls and operates the hospital. The cate-
gory to which an individual hospital is assigned and the
definition of these categories follows the usage of the
American Hospital Association.
T@e ofhospital .s@’vice. —Type of hospital serv-
ice is a classification of hospitals according to the pre-
dominant type of cases for which they provide care.
me category to which an individual hospital is as-
signed and the definition of these categories follows
the usage of the American Hospital Association.
Short-stay hospital.—A short-stay hospital is one
for which the type of service is gener~ matemi~,
eye, ear, nose, and throa~ children’s; osteopathic hos-
pital; or hospital department of institution.
Hospital day. —A hospital day is a day on which a
person is confined to a hospital. The day is counted as
a hospital day only if the patient stays overnight. Thus,
a patient who enters the hospital on Monday afternoon
and leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have had
two hospital days.
Hospital days during the yea7. —The number of
hospital days during the year is the total number for
all hospital episodes in the 12-month period prior to
the interview week. For the purposes of this estimate,
episodes overlapping the beginning or end of the 12-
month period are subdivided so that only those days
falling within the period are included.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental visit. —A dental visit is defined as any visit
to a dentist’s office for weattnent or advice, including
services by a technician or hygienist acting under a
dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dembl visit.—The interval since
the last dental visit is the length of time prior to the
week of interview since a dentist or dental hygienist
was last visited for treatment or advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit. —A physician visit is defined as
consultation with a physician, in person or by telephone,
for examination, diagno@s, treatment, or advice. The
visit is considered to he a physician visit if the serv-
ice is provided directly by the physician or by a nurse
or other person acting under a physician’s supervision.
For the purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians. The
term “doctor” is used in the interview, r’ather than
“physician,” because of the need to keep to popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all instruc-
tions are directed is that which is described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a mass
basis are not included in the tabulations. A service re-
celveti on a mass basis is defined as any service in-
volving only a single test (e .g,, test for diabetes) or a
single procedure (e.g., smallpox vaccination) when this
single service was administered identically to all per-
sons who were at the place for this purpose. Hence,
persons passing through a tuberculosis chest X-ray
trailer, by this definition, are not included as physician
visits. However, a special chest X-ray given in a physi-
cian’s office or an outpatient clinic is considered a
physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are not in-
cluded.
If a physician is called to the house to see more
than one person, the call is considered a separate
physician visit for each person about whom the physi-
cian was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the person
about whom the advice was sought, even if that person
did not actually see or consult the physician. For ex-
ample, if a mother consults a physician about one of
her children, the physician visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit.— The interval
since the last physician visit is the length of time prior
to the week of interview since a physician was last con-
sulted in person or by telephone for treatment or ad-
vice of any type whatever. A physician visit to a hos-
pital inpatient may be counted as the last time a
physician was seen.
Demographic Terms
Age. —The age recorded for each person is the age
at last birthday. Age is recorded in single years and
grouped in a variety of distributions depending upon the
purpose of the table.
Currently employed persons. —currently employed
persons are all persons 17 years of age or over who
reported that at any time during the 2-week period
covered by the interview they either worked at, or had
a job or business. Current employment includes paid
work as an employee of someone else, self-employment
in business, farming, or professional practice, and un-
paid work in a family business or farm. Persons who
were temporarily absent from their job or business be-
cause of a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if they
expected to work as soon as the particular event
causing their absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered as currently
employed if they had a definite arrangement with one or
more employers to work for pay according to a weekly
or monthly schedule, either full time or part time. Ex-
cluded from the currently employed are such persons
who have no definite employment schedule but work
only when their services are needed.
Also excluded from the currently employed pop-
ulation are (1) persons receiving revenue from an enter-
prise in whose operation they did not participate, (2)
persons doing housework or charity work for which they
receive no pay, and (3) seasonal workers during the
portion of the year they were not working, (4) persons
who were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated by the National Health Survey (NHS) will differ
from the estimates prepared by the Current Population
Survey (CPS), Bureau of the Census, for several rea-
sons., In addition to sampling variability they include
three primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) NHS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age or over; CPS
estimates are for persons ,16~years of age or over. (2)
NHS uses a 2-week-reference period, while CPS uses
a l-week-reference period. (3) NHS is a continuing
survey with separate samples taken weekly, while CPS
is a monthly sample taken for the survey week which
includes the 12th of the month.
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APPENDIX Ill. QUESTIONNAIRE
The items below show the exact content rind wording of the basic questionnaire used in the nationwide ho”~ehold Sun,ej of tho fJ.s. National
Health Survey. The actual questionnaire is designed for a household as a uni~ and includes additional smces for reoort.s cm more than om ncrscm.
condition, tacciden~, or hospitalization. Such spaces are omitted in this illustration.
NOTICE - All information which would permit idmwificatio. of the indi.idml will & held in strict c.rif,denc., will be used only by BUDGET ,qumxcrrm. 6s.R1600
pers..~ ..wsed i. and for the PWPOS.S of the SUWCY. .nd will ..t b. dis.1.,.d or ,el.a~.d,. .:her~ f., *.Y p.m.=. A ppROVAL EXPIRES MARCH m, I 970
.a&AJS-1 (1969)
1. Psu Zn. :%&t 2b. Segment 3. .s:s:, 4. Sample 5. R.O. 6. I.D. 7.
lJ.2. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE type
..,,.” 0. ,“, C.NSLIS
number code
AC, !N. AS .0.. =.,,.. A..., .0” ,.. A
II.$, PUBLIC HSALTM SERVICE B B.
U.S. HEALTN INTERVIEW SURVEY
P
LSDP
Book — of —Books
). Street address (House No., Street, .4pt. No. or otder identification) / Segment 9. Year built – If “Ask” box is “X”d, complete
this item b.f.r. tbe interview
-- —-------- _______ ______ _____ ___ I
I Sheet
DAsk7__----- ~-Y:______________—-———, V.._ –
H%.. w.. this structure originally built?- — ---------- ______ ____ _____
City 13& ~ fip .Ode I f.i.e fg B&3&u-;::rvie,, D After 4-1-60 Go to Q. Z3C, co,npfete
I X.._ if requtred and end interview
1 r
1. What is your mailing address? ~ Same as 8 11. Special dw.lling place name ; Type
!---——--—— ————— -— -- —--- _______ ___
I
Description of S.I.IPIC unit
~i~------------- ‘-––[G----~ZGd~Gd~ ‘- (ROOm No- fled IYO- CLCJ
, Sample unit number Type cod,
I
?. Type of living quarters _
I Footnotes
I n Housing unit 20 Other unit
1. Ask:
n O. Ar. +h.re my e.cupi.d or v.cant living q.art.rs b.sid.s your own in this b.ilding?
~ Yes (fiIl Table X) n No
------—--------———-——- -—---———- -- ——-—---— —— --
n b. At. th.r. any o.c.pi.d ., vacant living qumt.rs b+.id.. your own on this floor?
m Yes ((ill Table X) o No
‘D- c: is ‘I&.-.;o;h;;.; Ku~d~n~ o; %is ~r~p;~- %r-p ;o~ ●-t; I;V; i; = ~t~.; .-c.—.p~.~ ;r ;.=.%T —
~ Yea (fill Table X) n No
— -------------------------------—-—----------
n d. None (item L)
I n All other (16)
1. Do you own or rmtt Ibfs plac.? D Ow” (15.) u Rent (15b) D Rent free (15.)
-- — ------------------------- ---------— --—-——— —
m.(Ownorrentfree)DO*Sibis place have 10 or mom acws?
b. (Rent) Dogs tfm place you rent hova 10 or more acres? }
l_J Ye. (15.) U No (15d)
c. During the past 12 months did sales of crops, Iiwstock, and
oth.r km products from the plnc* amount to $S0 or mOr*? 2 l_J Yes (16) an No (16)
d. During SIC past 12 months did sol.. of crop., Iiv.sto.k, .nd
Am fnnn products from the place amount to $250 or mora? am Yes SONO
i. what is St, Mcphons number hem? z= None
f. was this interview observed? 18. Interviewer’s name i Code
I
1 I-J Yes 20 ~o $
1. Noni”terview reason
TYPE A TYPE B TYPE C
1a Ref...] (fh.crfb. 1.. fo.mote) ! c1 v~c-t - .O.=*SOB*l 20 v..-: - . ..=m.l I D Demolished ZU 1. *~mpI. % ❑istake
2= N. . . . m home - repeated calls 30 Us..] residence eIs.where an Eliminted i. s.1-s.mpfe
aI_J Tempomrily absent 40 Armed Force. 40 Bmill .fter April 1, 1960
4D Other fSp..ify) ~ SD Other (%edfy) ~ so Otfm fspeclfy) ~
I I
). Record of calls at ho.sebold
Item 1 cm. 2
Da.
Entire ----- ------- -------
Beginninghoumbold ~in=




l“nl P,”.. ------ ------- -------,
II]. for Beginning




Person ------ ------– -– -----,
?e~imin~




10. Whet is th. nmn. of th. head of this household? - Enter name i. first ..].m..
b. Who+ .,. th. noms of .11 other PWS.. S who Iiv. here? - Lit all persons who live here. Yes’ No l.. ‘=’”””” @
RACE
,W
c. I h.”. Ii.ted (Read names. ) Is there any... .1s. st.yi.g here now, such as friends, relotive., or ro.mer$? O a
d. H.v. I missed ..yone “ho USUALLY Iiv.s ht. b.t is maw.w.y from home?. . . . . ., ., ., . . . a O
2N
. . Do my of the p.opl. i. this h.. s.hold have . horn. .nywhere .1..? no
3 OT----- _____
If any .d.lt males listed, ask:
. . . . . . . . . . . Last name SEX
f. Am any of th. p.rsons in this ho.,ehold now en full-time ‘ Apply household rmmbersh, p rules. 7M
active duty with ih. Arm. d Force. of the Lf. ited Stntes? n Y.. +COI(. I (Delete) a No 2F
2. How is -- relat.d t. -- (Head of household)? 2. Relatzo. ship ACE
3. How old was -- on his lost birthdoy? - Enter Age and circle Race and Sex 3, HEAO
1. Record the n.mber of Hospitalizations, and Doctor Vi. iw. Hosp. Dr. visits
c _ (NP) — (NP)
m Non. (NP) CQ Non. (NPJ












[f 17 years old or over, ask:
4. Is -- now marr3*d, wid.w.d, div.r..d, s.pamt.d, or never m.rri.d? - Marh one box for e.ch person
0 ❑ Under17 3n Nevermarried
4. I n Married 4n Oi,omed
2m widowed s O ~p-ed
If related ersons 19 years old m over .re listed in addition to the respondent, say.
i’W. we+ld tk. to ha.. all odults who ore at home take part in the int.rview.
H
on Under 19
Is your --, your --, .tc., a+ hem. now?
I ❑ A: home
If other eligible respondents are at home, .s!,. 2 m Not al horn.
Would you PI..%. .a.k --, --, t.., to ioi. .s?
This s.rv.y is b.ing conducted w cc.11.ct information o. the Notion’s health. I will ask bat visits t.
d..tors mtd dentist., illn.ss in th. family, and other health rel.t.d items. (HANI) CALENDAR)
Tk. first f.w q..stio.s rcf.r t. th. past 2 w..k,, that is, the 2 w.ek. o.tlined i. ..d on that .al.ndar,
b.ginning Mondoy, , and ●riding this pat Sunday, ❑ Ye%(5b)
50. During those 2 w..ks, did -- stay in b*d b.cau.e of any illness or injury?




b. D.,1.g +h.* 2.w..k p.ri.d, how many day- did -- slay in b.d all or most of th. day?
f
b. —Days ~;de;6(;;{)
----- —---- --—-—— -- —-- ----—- -- —--- —— -- -— ---— -- —--- __. __ ______ _______ -
_WL days(5;)
c. During kos. 2 w..ks, how mony days did illness
or ini. ry k..p -- from work? (For females): not counting work around the . . . . . .
c. m None (5f)
—-—----—— - — -------- —---- --- —--- ---- _____ _____ ____ ___ ___ _____________
_SL days (5.)
d. During tkos. two w..ks, how many days did illn..s or Iniury k.ep -- from school?
d = N.ne(5f)
-- —--—-—-- -- ——— —---—--- ----- ----- —__________ —— —_____ _— ----- ——— —-- —-—
H BOTH bed days AND work or school loss days, ask: _Dmys
work
● . On how many of fh..c -- days lost from did -- stoy in b.d .[[ or most of th. day? }
. . ❑ Norm ‘5!
school
— — ---.-—--- -— -- ------- ---- -- —— -- ---- —----- —— --- ---- - -.. ---—-------—-
‘-(NOTcwNTING’h*dO’(’) {!::’=’$O1}))
~. ❑ Yes (50
a N. (6)
W.r. th.r. ony (.tb.r) d.ys during the past 2 weeks that -- ..t down on the things
b. usually d..s b.ea.s. of iRn.s. or i“i.ty?
-—-—---—- -_. . __— ______ ______ _____________ ________ _- -- ---—- -——----——
g. (Ag.irt, mot .o.”ti.g th. d.y(s)
{f~=~”l)
_D.ys (6.)
‘“ = None (6)
During that p.ri.d, how many day. did h. cot down for .s much .s a day?
[f 1+ days in Q. 5, ask 6; otherwise go to next person.
‘“”ma’condifionco”’”d--’’’{?li’?l‘“ri”g’b”pas’2w””ks’
En,., cmditl.an h itmn C
A.k 6b
6..





b. Did a.y .th.r eo.diti.n . ..s. him 10 during that p.riod?
miss school b“ D No (NP)
cut down
-— —---—---- --------- —- — =----—-—-- --- —-------- ------ _-— -----—-——- -——
En to, .Cudltiuts In itm C
. . What condition? Re.a.?k6bc.
..
48
7a. During fh. past 2 weeks, did anyone in the family,
(th.* i. YOU, yO.r --, t..) g. t. . dentist?
~ Y.. (7b and c)
~ No (9)
. -- _ -- — _______________________________ ______________
b. Who wos this? -Mark’’Dental visit,” boxinpersm”’s column.
- — _______________________________ ___________________
=Yes(Reesk7bend c)
c. During th. past2 weeks, did anyone ●lse in th. family go to a dentist? n No
____________________________________________________
For each person with “Dental visit,” ask:
d. During the past 2 weeks, h.awmony tim.s did -- g. to dentist?
If “Dentalv isit,” ask
8.. For +.* (other) condition did ----- the dentist? - Enter ~..ditio. in 8..
___________________________________________________




---- ——__ — __________________ _________________________
For each condition in 8a, ask:
c. During the post 2 w.eks was -- .ick b.ca.se of hi, . . .?
2NTERVIEWE21 CHECK ITEM
9a. ABOUT how long has it been si”.e — wmnt t. a dentim?
Estimate is acceptable. If less than 1 year, mark appropriate box.
____________________________________________________
b. D.ringfb. past 12m.nths, .b.uth.w m.nytim.sdid--g. +a d..tist?
nYes fIOb md c)
10.. Wos anyme in th. f.mily. p.tient inahospitol d.ri.gthe past 2w.eks? n NO (12)
____________________________________________________
1_____.7b. ~DmI, Jvisit,--—-----— —- --—.
I_______________.






~ Yes (8.3) n No other
b.
~Nospec,ric(N’P) ‘8C)
-. .— —-- ____








3 D 2 weeks -6 months
4DOVC, 6 - 12 months
_ 1’..,, fNP) ODYP, ,, (,”/P,
-- -- —— ------- ---
I---------- —-—---
1
b. Who was this ? - Mark “1” hospital” box i“ person’s column. 10L.. ~ [n hospital (*IUII C)
_______________________________________ _____________ _ ______ ______ __
a Yes (R.ask 20b and.)
. . During the 2 wc.ks, w.. o.y.n. .1.- . p.tient in a hospital? a No
If “In hospital,” ask:
11.. For what condition was -- in the hospitml?




b. While -- was in the hospital did h. talk to o doctor about any .aih.r condition? b. ~~ No (W=’)
_____________________________________________________ -- ______________
Enlercmdrtim mItem C
c. What condition? . . Reask Ilb
NOTES
12. D.ringth. past2we.k. (fi.2w*.k. o.tlin.d inr.do. that eal.n&r)ho"ma.Y
tirn.s did -- s.. . ,m.di..l d..+or?
(0. not count the doctor. h. saw whil. h. w.. in th. hospital.)
(B.sid.. th.s. vi si t.)
13a. During that Z-w-ok p.riod did .nyona in th. family go to a doctor’s offic. or D Y,, (13b ●nti .,
cli”i. for AL-ts, X-my., tits, w .xaminotiom? D No (24)
-_-- _— _____ _________ T- —- —----- —------ _- — — ___________
b.whovmsthiz? -Mark ‘JS)octorvisit,V bc.xi”wxson’s column.-__-- ______ --_ —_____-_—______________ _____________ ___
Q Y.* f13b and c,
c. Anyone .1..? uN. (f3d)_ — _____________________ _______________________ ______
If “Doctor visit,” ask:
d. How rrmny time. did -- visit th. doctor during that pwiod?
140. D.ring that pried, did anyone in tb. f.ami [y g.t any medical advice from n Yes (!4b and c)
a doctor .,., th. f.1.phon.? n No (2s)
_: ---- ---------- ---- ------ ——— —---- __________________
b. who was th. phcm. ..11 about? - Nark “Pho”e call” box i“ pcrso”’s column.
____________________________________________________
c. Any cdl. about any.an. .1s.?
~;;y=;....j
-_- ——_— — ________________________ _____________ _____
If “Phone call,” ask:






_ Nmmb.r of .,%,,.
--------------- “-
,3~. ~ Doctor ,,s,,
_____ ______ ___
------ _____ ---
md. _Xum.ber .1 .:,,,s (h’P]---- —------ ---,-i,4b. ~ Phone call— __________ .-T---------- --..-
d. — Number.[ ..1!, fivP)
49
Fill item C, (Dr. v,sits), from Q.’s 12-14 for all person..
n C,x.ditiam (ilem C -
Ask Q. 15. for each person with v,stts in Dr. vLsIt box.
THE~15d)
n Pregnancy (15e)
5a. For what condition did -- see or talk t. o doctor during +h* past 2 weeks? 15.. ~ No condition
--------- ----------------- —---- —— -- .----------- —- —— - - .— - ---------———-
b. Did -- see or talk to u doctor about any specific condition? ~. ❑ Yes D No (NP)
-— ___ ____ _____ _____ ______ ____ ________ _____________ ___ __ _______ ______
Enter condition {“ item C
. . What condition?
---- -- —— __ ______ ____ _____ ______ _______ ____ ___________ __ _____________ -
c. and .a.ek1Sd
d. During th.t period, did -- se. or talk t. a doctor about ❑ny oth.r condition? d. m Yes (15.) DNc. (NP)
-— ___ ________ ________ ____ ____ _______ _____ __________ _ __ _____ _______
e. During the past 2 weeks was -- sick because of her preg”.ncy? o Yes D N. (NP)
-----— -— —____ ______ _____ ________ ________ ______ ______ _*. _____ _______ _
f. what was the matter? - Anything else? f, Enter condltlon in item C (P/P)
NTHLV!EWEX CM.CK ITEM I m Doctor v[.its in
Q.’s 12- I+(IGIJ)
202-w..k h.spit.l stay and
. . doctor weits (16b)
n No visit reported (16.)
3D Past 2 weeks ..1 reported
16.. ABOUT hew Io”g h., it been since -- saw or t.lked to . medical doctor?
(Q.’. 12 and 15)
160. 4D 2 weeks _ Ij .o.&q
so Over 6-12 months
— Yews (NP) on New (NP
------- -— -- ________ ____ _______ ________ ______________ . ___ _____________
b. O.ri.g tb. past 12 mcmths, ab..t how mony times did ----- w talk t. a
m Only when i. hospital
medical doctor, not counting doctor. s... while a p.tie”t in a hospital? b. _ Number of visits (NP]
17. INTERVIEWER: READ CARDS A and B READ CARDS A and I
Enter name of condition and 4’17” in item C in appropriate perscm’e column.
18.. What was -- doing most of the post 12 month. - (For malea): working or doing som.thing .1s.?
(For females): k..ping ho..., wwrking or doing
18
Ages
1 D Working {NP-23)
If “somethmg else,” ask:
fid
b. whet was -- doing?
som.tbi”g ●i..? 2 D K..pi.g h..s. (NP-23)
17 +
If 45+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house,” or “goin8 to school,” as!G
3 U R.lired (NP-22)
c. Is -- r.tired?
4 a Going 1. school fNP-25j
.-- —-— --------- —--- --------- —----- --------- —--- --- —-- 5 n 17+ mlelhblg .1s. (’VP-22,
Ages
190. What wos -- doing most of tb. paat 12 m.ntbs - going to .cbo.l or doing something ●lse?
If “something else,” ask: 6 =6-16 something .Ise(.w<.
6-16 b. What was -- doing?
------ -— — -------- — - — --- — ---------------------- —-------
Arzjes
0 ❑ 1-5 y,.. (NP-20)
u“de, 6 00 U“dor 1 (IVP-21)
200. Is -- able to fake port .t all ;“ ordinory play with other children? 200. ❑ Yes 1 D N. (27)
— -------------------------—-----—------------- -- -------------
b. Is be limited in fhe kind of play h. co” do because of bis beolth? b, 2 = Y.S (27) D No
-- —-- —— —-- ------ ———------ — — - — - — --------------- -- — -------- —---
c. Is he Iimit.d i. the om.u”t of play because of his h.alth? ., Z O Y.. (27) D No (26)
21.. Is -- Iimit.d in anyway bec.u.. of bis be.lth? ~lg _ ~_yzs___ 5 ❑ N. (Np),
----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ------
b. In what way is h. limited? b. (~)
220. Does -- health keep him from working? 22.. I = Yes (27) o No—----- -- —-_-- —---- —- ——__ -- — ___________________ -- --------- —---
b. IS he limited in ih. kind of work h. could do b...... of his h..lth? b. 20 Yes (27) o No
-------- ——------------ —-- —-- — — - — -------------- -- ---------————
c. Is h. limit.d in the om..”i of work he could do b.ca. s. of his h.altb? c. 20 Yes (27) O No
——------ ——----------- —- —---- —-- — — ------------- -- ------—--—-—-
d. Is he Ii miied in the kind., mnomt of othw .cti.it!es be.o.se of his b..ltb? d, 30 Yes (27) m No (26)
23.. In terms of health is --able to (work - knp ho...) at all?________, __________________ ~ ____________ _z: ❑ Yea ! UN. c27)
b. Is h. I imited in the k!.d of (work - housework) h. can do b+ . ...= of his heoltb?
----—---—--—-
b. 2 D Yes (27) = No
-— — ------ —--—---- ---- -—-——----------—- -— ------ -- -------------
c. Is be limited in the amount of (work - housework) he con do b..ccm. of bis health? 2 U yes (27) o No
--------- ——------ —--------- — — -- — -------------- --
c.
- — -----------
d. Is h. limited i. the kind or amomt of other activities because of bis beoltb? d. 3 n Yes (27) D No (261
24. I. terms of health would -- be able to 9. to school? 24. a Yes I n NO(27)
25.. Does (would) -- have t. go to a certain type of school because of bis health? :50. 2 u Yes (27) o No
---------- --------------- —— — ----------- -— ----- - -----——----——
b. Is h. (“.”ld he be) I,tnitm! in school ottend.nc. because of his h..lth? b. 2 D Yes (27)
o No
-- —-- ---- —-----—-- -- —------------- — — --------- _— — ------------
. . Is he I imited i“ the kind or omo””t of other activities because of hit h+olth? . . 3 Oye. f27) o NO (26)
26a. Is -- Iimit.d in ANY WAY b.c.us. of . disability or bemlth?
26.. 4 n Yes s UN. (NPJ
----- ---- —--—----- --- —-—-- -------- — — --------- -- -------------
b. [. what w.y i. be limited? b. Record verbatim resp.anae
50
{
b... Iimitd in . . .
27. About how long has h. b... mmbl. to . . .
}
OL.S. tkan 1 mm,h
had to go to a certain typ. of school? w. —${~q. _Yrs,
28.. What (other) condition cau..s this limitation? 28.. Enter cond,l,.a” m
If “old age” only, ask: Is this limitation mus.d by any specific condition?
item C and ask b
D OId age only (P/P)
.- — — ------------------------------------------ -- ---------- ____
b. 1. this I imitation caused by any oth.r c.a.d ition?
DYCS ~:kb, ~ NO
b.
-------- —--- — — -------------— _________ —— _______ __ —_ — ___________ .
m Only 1 cmditm (,vP)
If 2+ conditions reported i“ Q. 28a, ask:
2%. Wa$ -- a poti.nt in m hospiial at any timt since a y*ar ago?
b. How many times was -- in a hospital sine. 0 y.., age?
30a. Was any... i. thm family in . nursing hem., c.nv.l.seer.t home or m Yes
similor pl.c. sin.. n par ago? ~ iyp~ _---------------- . ---—----- _____________________
b. Who was this? - Mark “Yen” in person’s c.ahmm.
_____ ----- _----- _--_________ - — _________ _____________
For each “Yes’’markcd,ask:
c. During that period, how many timns was -- in . nursing home or similar pltx.?
For each child 1 year old orunder, e.sk:
31a. Whenw.. --born? lfonorafter thedate .tarnped i.29, a.sk31b.— ----------- — ----------- —------ ________ ____ ______ ___
b. Waa -- born in a hospital?
[f “Yes” and no hospitalization. entered in his cmd/or mother’s column, enter “1” in 29 a“d item C.
If ‘“Yes” and a hospitalization is entered for the mother andlor baby, ask 31. for each.---———-———— ________________________________________ _
c. IS this hospitalization imcludw! in th. numb.r you g.ve mc for -- ?
If “No,” correct entries in Q. 29 and item C for mother and/or baby.
32a. Does a.y.n. in the family (that i. you, your --, t..) stay in b.d all or i= Yes
most of th. Nmc because of h.olth?
D No (33)
-— ---- _________________________________ _____________
b. Who is this?
------ ----------- —--—-- ------ _______________________
c. Does anyon. ●1s. in tha family stay in bed? D Yes (Rea.k b) D No
1%. (B.sid.s -- ) D-s anyone stay i. tha house all or most c.+ ihe tire.
because of health?
= Ye. n No (34)
&-_- _--_ ----- _--- __-_ --- ——-— —_ —__ ___________________
b. Who is this?
__-- _--_ -______ --_-- ____ --- —— __ — ____________________
c. Do.. onyon. .1s. stay in the hous. ? O Yes G%aek b) O No
3447. (B.sid.s -- ) De.. anyone need help getting around in. id. or o.tsid. the house
either from another p.rson or from . sp.cial aid, such as a can. or wh..lch.air? D Yes n NO (35J
___________________________________________ ____ _____
b. Who it this?
----------- --------------- __________________ ________
C. DO*S anyo~ ●Is* need th. h.lp of another person or sp.cial aid? n ~CS (Reask b) n x.
15a. (Besides -- ) Does ..yo”. hav. fro.bl. I. @ti.s around fr..ly by him..lf? o Y=. D N. (36>
---- — --------- _--_ -- — — ______________________________
b. Who is this?
---- —---- __________________________________________ _
c. Does anyone 91s. have trcublt in gefting around freely by himself? a Yes fl?msk b) ❑ ND
Ask for each person with a limitation reported in questions 32-35:
{
had to remain in b.d?
IA. About how long ha> --
had to stay in fh. hous.?
n..d.d help in getting around in. id. or outside the h.. s.?
hod troubl. in getting around freely by himself?
--------- __ -- _ ---- _ - — _____________________ _____ _____
b. What (othw) condition casscs this?
If “old age” only, ask: Is this emus-d by any specific condi+imt?
--- — ---------------- __-- __ -- — _______________ _____ ___
c. Is this caused by any other condition?
----------------------------------------------------
If 2+ conditions reported in Q. 36b, ask:
d. Which of th.s. conditions would you say is th. MAIN ca.sc of his limitation?
1
__________.
,336. Q Y..--- —______
-+=%%=-
!“
~Is _-__L _——_L ___
b.
~ Yes D No (NPJ
-- ---- —— —----- .
1
._—__________.
~~b. 1 U Slays in bcd----- —------ .
I.-------_—_____q~b. 2 U Stays m th, 5..,.-------- _____
-1-------------3{b. 3 D Needs help RMlimg mound---- _--__ —---
‘1
--—----------
~5b 4 D HSS wbl. wt:,w
wound freely.- ._-_ --__ —___ _-
I ~1..ss *,*.1 mm!,
96..




b. llmI C ●nd ●sk c
~ Old aRe mly (?UPJ
------ -------
c. ~ Yes f$:~kc) ~ \.
------ -------
~ Only 1 cmd,ti.m MPj
d. t n,., ma,” .md,t,u” <NPJ
51




1. An.r,ifi<lml Oreo? . . . . . . . . . . . . . (a)
2. Anm,ifl<Dallq? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Abro.mofmyklnd? . . . . . . . . .
4.cm*.h.s? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. A CO.. m woiking .,ick?. . . . . . .
6. Spe<,.a!shc.e,7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. Awh.ael ch.i, ?., . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. A walker? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘:’:’~’’;’~”””””-t
9. Any,o,he, kind of ❑id for
Toblc SA
If 1-6 /“ (b), ASK: If 3-9 in (b) ASK,
y:; For who, coodl,Jon doe,
Does he u,. on. or
h. need this _? (Ztemc)








b. Who is fhis? Enter m Table S,4 I I I’G I
c. Anyone else?
Other —
For persons 19 years old or over, show who responded for (or was pwser.t during the asking of) Q.’s s-37.
R If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For pemo”s .nder 19 show who responded
I ~ Responded for self-er,tmly
z,D Responded for self-partly
).,. 5-37 for them. If eliwble respondent is “at home” but did not respond for self, enter the reason in s footnote. D...”. .. . . .“”.
—ooo —
CONDITION PAGE 1 1. Person number Name of condition
Enter person number and “Name of condition. ”
2. Did -- .v.r at o.y tire. talk toe doctor about his . . . ?
Ask for all conditicm. t O yes 20 No
-------- ---- ---- ---- ------ --- .— ---- -- —— --- -------------- — — --------------
Exam~”e “Name of condition” entry in titem 1 a“d mark mAccide”t ori”jnry (4) =On Card C(IO) nNeitber(3c)
If ’’Doctor t.alL.d to,’’ ask: 30. ~atdidthe dociersayitwat?
If “Doctor not talked to, ” record adequate Did he give ita medicml name?
description of condition or illness.
.--- —-- ----- ------- -------- -. -------- ------ ______________________________
b. Whet was the cause of . ..?
Do not ask for Cancer or Arthritis o Accident or i“j.ry (4)-------- ----- ---- ----- ----- -. .----- —— --- --- — -------- — -- — ---------- ------
If the entry in 3. or 3b includes the words: c. What kind of . . . is it?






Growth ulcer d. How does the all.rgy (strek.) off..! him?
-------- ---- ---- ----- ---- ---
For allergy or stroke, ask:
------- ------ ----- ------ ---- ----- --- — -----------— ---------- -----—--——-









Blood< o, 1.6X,IC,. s.,...,,
I
Eor or eye . . ..oneorbc.th




cramps (mc.pt y:il,, V.rlcose vain.
Back . . . . . . . . . upper, middle, lower
m.. s+ru.l] Weak Ann . . . . . . . . . .
CYS+
shoulder, upper, ●lbow, lower, wrist, hand; cm. or both
Palsy Weakmss Lq . . . . . . . . ..hip.. pp.r. knee, Iower, .nkle, foot; on. .rb.th
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FILL QUESTIONS 4-9 FOR ALL ACCIDENTS OR fN.TURIf?S
4a. Did th. aceid.nt hqpn during th. m During the past 2 years (4b)
past 2y00rs or bcforethottirne? ~ Before 2 years (ss)
-----------------------------------
b. Wh*n did the nccident happ.n? ~La.t week D3-12 months
mWeck before nl-2 Yearn
m 2 weeks -3 months
Ask f.xr.ll accidents cwinj.ries:
7. Wh*mdid fh. ac.id.nth.pp..?
!a At home (inside house)
2D At home (adjacent prmnises)
30 s-et and highway (includes roadway)
ap Farm
SD Industrial place (includes premises)
6mScb.ol (includes premises)
5a. Atth*’timr of fht accident what nrt.fth- body washurf?
—
R“What kind ofinlwywcw it? Anyi mgels*?
7G Place of recreation and sports, except atsebool
Part(o) of body
aUOth.r(Sp..ify the pfacewhere accident happened)
Kind of injury
---- —-- —— _- __ — ___________ _____ _____ 8. WC* -- et work ot his job or business whm the aecidmt hoppawd?
Tn yen so While in Ammd%vices
If accident ha pe”ed BEFORE 3 mcmthn, aek:
t
20 No 40 Under 17 attime of accident
b. Whmt pati oft ● body is ofhstcd now?
How is his -- affec!od? Is ha affect.d in any oih.r wny?
Ask for all accidenw that happened dnring tbe past 2 weeks
Part(s) of bcdy
except tfwme involvin~ moving motor veh,cles.
I Pre.sent effects 9. W. or. in~r.stcd in the obi.ctz that mused this accid.at and iniury.
How did the occid.rit hap-n?
.--------_, ______ --- ———________ ____
6m Was a car, truck, bus, or othw motor wMcI*
involved in tho accidmtt in any way? 1 n Yes 2E No (7)_________________________ ________
Footnotes
b. Was mere than on- v.hi.le involv.d? m Yes u No
---_ — ____________________________
c. Was it (eifhcr mw) moving at th. tirn.? ! n Yes 213 No 1
l“””’ l“-” [
Mark for all 10. @ Not ~ eye cO.J. (11) U Fi,.t eye cO.d. (lb) TOO. C.n ----- w.}! .m..cih +0 r~d .r~.a~ n.w.pp*r
c onditi”ons Q Under 6 (11) ig Nat f~teyc cond. (11) print with glasses? = Yes a No
II. During the PUS+ two w**ka, did his . . . cause him to cut down on ih. thing. h* usually does? U Ye. o No (16.>
12. During that pwiod, how many days did h* cut down for as much as a day? _ D.yE mu No.= (164
13. During thof 2-w..k pmri.d, hew many days did hi. . . . keep him in bed all or most of fhc day? _D.Ys ooil None
14. Ash if 17+ years: How many days did his . . . keep him from work
during ihat 2-we.k pwiod? (For females): not co..$i.g work around th. hous.? _D.ys(Iti)oon None (16,
15. Ask if 6-16 years: How many days did his . . . k.cp him from school during that 2-w*ok p.riod? _ Days (JOO None
Ida. Wh*n did h. first notic. his . . . ? -
a D.rir,g 3 rim..
Was it during *h. past 3 months or b.fom that tirn.? m Mom thm 3 ~o=. .go ~17j
------------------------------------------------------ --- ——— —------
\
i_J Past 2 week.
b. Did hc first n.fico it during the past two w.eks or b+fom that time? 40 M.m th.. 2 wk. .s, (.4.4)
--------------------------—------—-—- ----------- —----- _____________
1~ LAw week
c. Which week, last week or the w.ck hforn? ZO W.,k before )
(AA)
17. Did -- fkrst notice it during the post 12 months or btf.xr that time?
SD 3-lz months
6D More th.n 12 m... n#o
AA Ico.tiri”.if ~p~tj~~~~~~~. ‘7*
{ } {
Do not continue for
otherwima, go to next condition miss ing extremities
3NTERVIEUER CRECK ITEM I = Doctor S,.. (19) m Doctor riot see. (18)
18. During the Dasf 12 months what did -- do or tmke for hi. . . . ? Anything .1s.? Write in—[ (25
I
19. Affw -- first noticed som.thing wos wrong, abet haw long was it Lwforo fm falkml t. a doctor about it?
OU Di*..v.md by doctor (ZI)
(Probe: W.. it a matter of d.y.. w..ks, or month.?)
2_ D.yx 4_ MO.*.
S_ weeks 5— Ye. -
20. Bdam -- tnlkcd toe doctor about his . . ., w hat did h* do or fokt for this condition? Anything ●Is*? Write in— Q NOtkmg
210. f&_-=_________ : ___________ :____________________________NOW takt any medicme or trdmmt for his . . . . 1D Yes 2U No (22]
b. Was my of this mdicirm or tr..tmmt re.omm.ndkd by a doctor?
----- ----- ----
1~ Yes z= No
22. Has h- c-r hod surgery for this condition? 1~ Ye. 2C No
22. Was h. ●v.r hospifalizod for this condition? 1c Ye. ZU NO
24. During ffm part 12 month-, about how many fimca has -- z..n cr falk.d to c doctor obouf hit . . . ?
(Do not count visits whil. a patient in a hospital.) _Times ~ r None
25. About how many cloys during the past 12 months has this condition kept him in bed uII or most of the day? _D.ys OCQO None
260. How offcn drns his . . . bother him - all of the iim., oftwi, once in a while, or nsvor?
:!;’!’!” :1”-”-_-_2s!_0P:--- :D_ti_ce_iv_w:’:___g_Ne_”:& )____4g!_0y:_________ ~~cy~ _ ______ y_*J_
b. When it dots bothor him, IS ho bofhcr.d o grcnt d*nl, some, or WY Iittl*?
LQ&L@-f?-cL ----- 2D??_~_cL _____ 2D_”T_fU!1: yci ______4~;D3: &:c:Y~ _____
m’=)
1C Yes (N.xt cu!diticw)
c. Oocs -- still have his . . . ? ~ No (%d)
--- — -------------- ---- — ------------- ------------------ ______________
‘ 2 ~ Cured (26.) 3~ ~;hd)cw.t,
d. IS this condition completely cured or is it under control? (NC) ~ 4U Other (.%mci[y)
---------------------------------------------------- --- .-_ — __________
● . Abwt how long did -- have this condition before It was curmd?













Y.. said that -- was i. the hospital (nursing horn.) during the past year.
Make sure the YEAR is correct
Month Day









How many nights was -- in the hospital (nursing horn.)? 4. — ,Nigh,s
Complete question s from entrtes i. question. 2 -d 4, if .ot .1.=. .ek the ~.sti..s.
a. How many of these -- nights were during the past 12 months? 5.. Nights
----- _--_, --- —... ——---— —--- -- —-- -- —---- ---- ---—- - --- —-- _ — ----------- --
b. How many .1 tbe.e -- nights wem during th. Pst 2 weeks? b. — Night.
---.-—— ____ -___ ----—--—-- ---------- ---------- -- ------— .-__— ---—-——- -
c. Was -- still in the hospital (nursing h.m.) last Sunday night for *his kspit.liz ation (stay)? . . n Yes m N.
If medical “ante unknown, e“tcr an ed.quatc description. n Norm.] delivery (8) a N.arnwl at birth (8)
Condilio.
For what condition did -- enter the hospital (nursing
6.
home) - d. y.. know the rn.dic.l name?
---- —— — - — --- —--------
c,”..
I




W.. *his o normal d.livuy?
Kind
PART OF BODY i. same /
detnil .s required for the , For newborn, ask:
If “No,” ask: ———--— ——---— —-- —- —— --
Condition page. W.. th. baby ..rm.l at birth?
What was the matter?
Part al body
Ash for .11 conditions EX- I
CEPT deliveries .nd birtbs. f 7. Was tbiz the first time -- wos hospitalized for . . .?
7. 1 Q Yes 2UN0
B.. Were any .per.tio.. performed ---- during th I. siay at the hospital (a. rsing home)? 8.. a Ye. o D NO (9)
--_- _--___ -__----- ——---— —----- —--- ——------— — -- —-----------—- ------
b. Whmt was the nom. of the .pwati.n?
If name of op.rat,on IS not known, describe what was don..
b,
--------- .--. ---- —— ------ - —--—-----—----—-- --— -- --------------
-— ----
aYes(Describe)7 n No
e. Any other operations? c.
?. NOTE: If the c..diti.n in Q. 6 or 8. is . . Card A, or there is “l” or m.r. ntght. i. Q, 5b, . C..~ti.n page i. ,.~ir.d.
[f there is no Condition page, f,ll one .ft.r .Ompleling columns for ail required hospitalizations.
FOOTNOTES
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DOCTOR VISIT (1) DOCTOR VISIT (2)
DOCTOR ViSITS PAGE
L Person number Person number
Earlier, you fold me that -- had s..n or ialked to a














----------------- ---------- -- -- — -- — - — -----------— _ — _________________ .
b. W.r. +h.re any oth*r doctor visits for him during that b. n Y.. fRea.k 2. and b) ~ Yes fReask 2. and b)
period? a No (A.k .?-3 for e.ch V;*W n No (Ark 3-s for each visit)
L. Wh.r. did he s.* th. doctor on the (date), .i a clinic, 3.
hospit.1, doctor’s dfic., or sore. oth.r place?
xon while inpatient i. hospital fSTOP) Xon While inpatient in hospital f5T0P>
0! ~ D..:.,,, office
If Hospital: Was it the out-pati.nt clinic,
01 n Doctor.. office
or tfm ●m*rgency room?
Io~ Telephone V) Ion Telephone (T]
If Clinic: Was i! a ho*pitol c..t.p.ati.nt
20D Hospital O.1-P.tient Clifiic 20U H.spim 1 O.1-P. Lie.t Cl ii.
clinic, a company clinic, or sOm* othmr 30C Home (7)
kind of clinic?
30U Home f?’)
40D H.spit.l E“ersency Room 400 H.aspiUI Emergency Room
SOD Compaq or I.d.stry Clinic 500 Compm.y or I.dustry Climic
600 other ISP.CUY) ~ 60= Other f.%mctfy) --jf
About how long did it take him to g*t iher. 4.
for thot visit?
_ Minutes _ Mimms
—ff.urs —HOUrS
Oid he hav. an app.intm*nt for that visit? 5. 1 c yes t D Yes
20N@ ZUNO
One. h. got th*re, obout how long did h. 6. _Min.tes XXX n DK
wit to s** the doctor?
_Miawtes xxx D DK
—no.. — Roll.
I
Is th* doctor n general practitioner or a spacirilist? 7. 01 ❑ General practitioner 01 n Ger.er.I pmctitiomer
a Sp.cimli*t -
Whm kind of SP,ciehst is h.?v
n Spe.i.list -
Whet kind of .pdoll.t is he?
7
. . Why did h. viii (.o 11) e doctor on (date)? &.
Write in a“d mark appropriate box(es)
1m 12ilI&or :rc.lmer.t (.$b) 1 u Di..g or lre.mer.l (8b)
Zm pm 0, Postrutel cam
I
20 Pm or P.smat.l car.
3D Ceneml checkup 3D Geneml cbe.k.q
4D Eye exmm (ghsses) yp;t 4D Eye exam. fgfasse.) I(NeDv)so Imm..iz.tiom s= Immunization6D Other so Olkr
-- — ---------------------- -.. --- -—- — — - —-------- ----- -- —— — ______________
If 2 cmmore doctor visits for person, ask:
b- For what condition did -- visit th. doctor on this dat.? b.
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000 None (39.) D Und. 17 (NP
If 17 years old or .“.,, msk : Elmn 12345678
High
3.. Wh.tis tbehighestgrodc -- a~e.d.d i. .chool?
9 10 11 12
380. Coooge: 1 ,3 3 4 5+
-— --- ------ ---- __________ _____ _________ ---- _____ ____ . __ ______ _______ .
b. Did -- finish the -- grade (yeor)? b. D Yes a No
Ask for all males 17 years or over:
?.. Did -- ●ver s.rv. in *h. Armed F.r..s .a~ the U.itad Sfates? 390. = Yes I O NO (40)----- -- —-- ------- ----- _______ —________ ____ ______ ____ ___ ______ ________
b. W.. any 06 his servic. dvring m wmr?
3 n Yes (40) m DK
b. a No--------- ---- —------ ---------- _______________ ______ _. ___ _______ _______
c. W.. any of his service b.twee. Jvne 27, 1950, and January 31, 195S?
n Yes (40) D DK
e. = No------------ __________ -------- _______________ _______ . ._. _____________
d. Was any of his ..rvi.. after January 31, 1955?
n Ye. D IIK (40)
d. = No (40>- —---—---- --- —------ ------- -_-__ — ____________ ____ ____ ._. ____ _______ ____
e. W.. O.Y of his service .aSter August 4, 1964? . . my== UN. ODK
Ask for all ~WSO”S 17 years old m 0“.,:
h. Did -- work at any tint. 1..+ week or *h* week before - (For females): not counting work around the house? 40.. 1 n Yes (41.) 2UN0
----- ---— ----------- ---------- ------ ------ -------- --- ___ ____ _______ ____
b. Even though -- did ..* work during thos. 2 wetks, does he have a @b or business? b. lo Yes 2(3 NO---- --------- --------- -------- —-- -- —--- ---- ----- ---- ___ _______ ____ ___,
c. Was he looking fc.r work or cm layoff from a i.b?
., n Y=e D No (c77$
------- —--- ---- —-- ------- ------ -- — ------ —--- ------- -. __ ______ _____ ___
d. Which - looking for work or o. Ioyoff from o ic.b?
I n Looking 30 Both
d. 20 Layoff
“Y.. in 40c 1 Ask for all persons with a ‘Tea” i. 40a, b, or c. Employ.,




[Ii-time civilian ~------ ---------- ------ ---- --- —------ ---------- --- . ------ —-----—




I ------ ---------- ---- —-- ------ —--- ------ --- —--- --- ---- ,____ ------
c. Whet kind of work is (was) -- doing? O.o”pmor’I c.
1
I
I ----------------- -------------------- --------- --- - ------ —— -—---
Fill 41d from entries in 41.-41., if not clear, ask:
I
I d. Closs of worker
I U pv’I. pd. 40 Ow.
d. Zm b“. Fed. SD Non-pd.
I
I 3D Ccw. oth. so Ncv. wkd.
Pleas. fook at this card - croup 60G
L which of tbs. incom. gm.ps represents you, total combined fomily i“c.me for the past 12 months - that 42.
00A* 30D* 7DH.
i. your., your --’s, ●tc.? Include income from all sources such as wages, salaries, social security or
10B* QDE* Oni
r.tir.m..t b.n.fi+s, help from r.1.aiiv.s, rent from proprty, and s. forth. 2!gc* sOF 9DJ
*For each family with A tbro.gb E checked i“ question 42, ask:
30. During ih. past 12 month., hos anyone in the family (you, your --, .+..) r.c.ived ..Y o Y=. ~43bj
p.bli. assistance, r.lief, or w.lfare m.n.y from State Or 1...1 9.v*r.m..fs? m No (check item)
------------------------------------------------------ -- --------------
u Ye. (43.)
b. At present, are you or any m.mbar of your family receiving any of this aid?
D No (Check item)
-— —--____ --- —---... ---—--- ------- ----------—-----—--—— —- -,----- --------
3c. Which family memb.r. m..w. this aid? Anyone .Ise? 43.. 0 R..eives oid_ — -- — -- _ - _-_----—- -- —---- —— -- —-------- —--- —- —— --—--- —— --- —-- —— ----— -
If “Ret.ives aid,” ask:
d. Wh.t kind of aid does -- r.c.iv.? d.
SUPPLEMENT CHECK ITEM
ill . . Arthritis Supplement for en.h person for whom one or more of the following conditions ha. been reported:
1. Arthritis 4. Derm.tomy. sitis 7. Psoriatic arthritis
2. Lupus erythematosus 5. Polyarteritis 8. Rheumatism
3. Sclemderm. 6. Perinrteritis 9. Gout
Number of Arthritis Supplements required , m Non. (Fill all reguired supplements)
wmNoTEs
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., w.-,..., O, CW. ”,,
..”,..0, r.’ ..”,.,
. . . . . . .s ...’,.,,.. . . . . . . ,.. ,“.
. * ,“..,. . . . . . . ..”...6
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
17, (B,sldcs —) D.riq lb ,.,112 mn,h,,
4,4 Mpnl (01,,) 1, th [,.;1, h,,, .“,
,f IA4 M1.wlnf ...
AA, h“ ,t,frm’, i“ tln ,mnt, *“ f,,.,
mm”: c+! ti t+d in the m,YnintI,
BB. Pain I. tk+ lmn,stim th,y v, ma.,o.
cc 3.M, ”* i“ mr d ChR,O,m, CxC4p4,.
M -k!,, s f,tt~ ,
cm. Anr $.91.w SC4cm.s 1“the 1,1”,swhen
thv =8 !cuckd w messed on).
.11 -Y*:. - *k w! m, lk ..”” ●1 ml,,












17. flaw I’. ,.,”9,.red.II,,ofcodlth,.
0-s.“,m9h,h,f..,[ , (r.”, Y.”, .-,
.1. ) HAVE m, of ,Acsr <c+IJI,I.. s.,,
h, a.yen, ,1s, ho., ,.?
Al------
Cmdl,lm, “pmld 1“ .hlch ,U.,,imn. 3..3,











Uncle! WIN (mcludmg loss).. GmP A
sl.m-$1.999 . . . . . . . ..cro~8
$? JX”3-$2.999. . . . . . . .. GIWC
$3,W3-S3.999 . . . . . . . .. GI9L9C
$4.~-$4,999 ., . . . . . .. Gr0L$E
$5,0W-$ 5,999 . . . . . . . .. GmJPF
$6M3-$6,999 . . . . . . . .. GtoLgG
$7.M-$9,993 . . . . . . . .. G.c+$H
~lo,~ ‘$14,999 .,... ,.,. Gtou) I I
,“CCU
fl$~ ~d ow ..........GW J :--------”
I
VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATION SERIES
Public Health Service Publication No. 1000
Series 1. Prog’Yams and collection fwocedures. — Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series 2. Data ewzluation and methods ressavch. — Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi -
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Series 3. Analytical studies .-Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other s cries.
Series 4. Documents and committee reports. — Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised
birth and death certificates.
Series 10. Data from the Health InteYview Survev.— Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use
of hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data
collected in a continuing national household interview survey.
Series 11. Data from the Health Examination Survey. —Data from direct examination, testing, and measure-
ment of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutional population provide the basis for two types
of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United
States and the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psycho-
logical characteristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without
reference to an expIicit finite universe of persons.
Series 12. Data flom the Ins titutiortal Populh tion Surveys — Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, and their medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residents or patients.
Swies 13. Data from the Hospital Discharge Suvvey. —Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.
Series 14. Data on health resources: manpower and facilities. —Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on mortality. —Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or
monthly reports —special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables, also
geographic and time series analyses.
Sm”es 21. Datu on natality, marriage, and divovce. —Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce
other than as included in regular annual or monthly reports +pecial analyses by demographic
variables, also geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.
Series 22. Da tQ from the National Natality and Mortality Surveys. — Statistics on characteristics of births
and deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these
records, including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, hospital experience in the
last year of life, medical care during pregnancy, health insurance coverage, etc.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Gffice of Information
Nat ional Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HSMHA
Rockville, Md, 20852

